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We are delighted and privileged to host an event which brings critical food scholars, artists and
intellectual activists - from a rich diversity of vitally connected contexts and experiences - together
for this conference. We warmly welcome each of you from across the globe, and to use a food
studies metaphor, also across culinary lines too. If food is material, visceral, tangible, sensorial, we
wish we could have met in person, in the flesh, in an embodied way. But we are grateful that inspite
of the limitations facing us as peoples in /of the world, we are still able to meet, as a consequence
of technologies that connect us. We equally recognize that many do not have such privileges. We
are especially excited about the opportunity for salient engagements across continental lines and
to learn from each other. Our current global knowledge economy and higher institutional
environments limit opportunities for enriching exchanges among humanities scholars, intellectual
activists and progressive artists who are committed to South-South exchanges.

Yet these

conversations play pivotal roles in enriching thought (both academic, in the public sphere) and
within an expansive transdisciplinary archive that is currently producing such stimulating,
innovative and critical work on: social subjects' affective responses; complex social identifications
and histories; how human beings creatively build sensory, tactile and imaginative meanings
through food items; as well as anthropocentric and ecocidal discourses and practices currently at
the core of the world' dominant food systems.
Our interest in deepening and enriching global and transdisciplinary exchanges, while doing so
from a perspective that squarely confronts colonial and racist histories, intersecting power relations
and postcolonial feminist political ecology, is one of our primary reasons for organising this
conference. The responses of artists, scholars and activists - in South Africa, neighbouring African
countries, India and the US have been extremely heartening. These are evidence that food studies
is a vital field for those struggling to make sense of – among other things – widespread ecocide,
anthropocentric practices and discourses, and the tyranny of Big Food monopolies and marketing.
Yet these oppressive dynamics are being constantly linked to encouraging and transformative
ones, such as: resilient and innovative foodwork among socially marginalised groups; rich stores of
undervalued knowledge about sourcing, sharing and cooking food; or intricate uses of food items
and practices in individuals' and groups' performative identities or acquisition of economic and
social capital.
The conference abstracts we accepted prompted us to group papers thematically, in ways that
will enhance the trandisciplinary conversations (also across region, nation, and identity) that are
necessary in food studies. Over three days, therefore, scholars, activists and artists will bring
different methodological and intellectual perspectives to bear on five themes: Discursive space
clearing, (mainly confronting our need to battle for transformative critical discourses and artistic
practices in the context of hegemonic scientist, technicist and conservative discourses both in and
beyond the academy), Food in/and social history, focusing particularly on how the cultural and
social journeys of food are connected to and yield rich and nuanced social histories;
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Welcome message from hosts and organisers

Aesthetics/politics/ Food, (exploring the nexus of food's meanings with its combined political,
sensory, visual and representational force); Local Worlds/Global Foodways and Foodscapes
(dealing primarily with how local analysis of food leads us to ancient and recently forged spaces,
places and routes for acquiring food as well as eating and cooking), and Humanising Food Justice
(foregrounding investments of compassion, affect, sensory experiences and care ethics in politics
that can easily be instrumentalised).
These themes are, however, overlapping, and one of our objectives following the conference is to
find conceptually innovative ways of archiving and publishing the range of work within “Critical
Food Studies”.
Our collective oral deliberations will intersect with pre-recorded dramatic and dance
performances, installations and documentaries available for private viewing on the website. Our
reasoning here is that, if food is experienced viscerally, through – amongst others – taste, feel and
sight, then it its exploration at the heart of our cultural life demands creative, dialogic and visual
modes of engagement too. Consequently, artwork, visual texts, installations and performances and
documentaries will all feature largely in the context of more scholarly presentations and talk. As
indicated in the programme, these will be integrated into various presentations and keynotes.

With thanks to the organising team for making this conference possible; Desiree Lewis,
Relebohile Moletsane, Vasu Reddy & Lynn Mafofo.
Thank you to those who assisted with the organisation of the conference, notably: Heather
Thuynsma, Avril Grovers, Minnie Nokuthula Magudulela and the team at XL Millennium
Conference & Event Management.
CONFERENCE HOSTS AND ORGANISERS
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Notes on the Digital Platform

A note for presenters and participants:

The conference organisers express sincere gratitude
to Millennium for facilitating the REMO platform and
arrangements for this dynamic and interactive virtual
event. Members of the Millennium team may be
contacted for urgent queries that are not addressed
in scheduled meetings to prepare for sessions:



The CFS conference uses the interactive REMO
platform to enhance interpersonal and group
exchanges in and through digital space. At any time
during the three days of the conference, presenters
and participants will be able to enter the platform
and move freely among the different “rooms” - to
explore and comment on graduate students’
conference posters;
to view videos, installations or recorded
performances discussed in panels or keynote
events;
to have informal meetings and information sharing
sessions;
to post information about recent or planned
publications, projects books or events.







All presenters using videos or recordings should
send these 16 November by 12:00 SAST GMT+2.
Presenters especially for keynotes, may use their
allotted time for both screening and
talk/discussion. It will be assumed that
attendees will have had an opportunity to preview the recording relevant to the presentation.
Attendees are requested to use relevant google
docs for posting information or comments with
respect and a commitment to supporting
younger researchers in a research community.
Attendees are asked to observe the following
principles in sharing information:
The conference’s commitment to critiquing
dominant social, economic and food systems;
support for social justice, especially as this
concerns food-related social and cultural
processes in the global south; frank, robust,
difficult but respectful exchange and
conversation.
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Kole Ade Odutola
Lecturer in Yoruba
Ounjẹ daradara lawọ ara: Good food and its effect on the body

My research interest is in Media studies and my ‘recently’ published (2012) book is “Diaspora and
Imagined Nationality: USA-Africa Dialogue and Cyberframing Nigerian Nationhood“, published by
Carolina Academic Press.
The book focuses on how the concept of nationalism is discussed by geographically displaced
Nigerians across the World Wide Web. It may not be explicit about how Africans in general survive
outside of their homeland; the book definitely speaks to how to harvest the thoughts of Africans in
different locations around the world. The methods deployed in the publication definitely came in
very handy during the research phase of these collaborations. I had the opportunity, a few years
ago, to visit Osijek, Croatia and Makeni, Sierra Leone to experience first-hand how the different
communities were coping with the aftermath of war and the role of creative arts and artists in the
very different socio-economic societies.
I served as the president of South East African Languages & Literatures Forum (SEALLF). I am also
a member (in spirit) of the Association of Nigerian Authors and a founding member of the Coalition
of Nigerian Artists. While working as a photojournalist, I coordinated the film viewers’ forum for the
Goethe Institute in Lagos, Nigeria. Now I am, is a language teacher at the University of Florida. I am
a poet who combines theory and practice of photojournalism, and environmental activism.
I trained first as a Botanist (81-84) and much later received the British Council Chevening
scholarship to study for a master’s degree in TV/video for Development from the University of
Reading, United Kingdom. I earned another master’s degree in Organizational Communication at
Ithaca College, NY. Finally, I obtained a PhD in media studies from Rutgers University, NY.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Keynote speakers

Rhode Island School of Design

Finding the Phantom Food: Representing Postcolonial
Foodways

Jonathan Bishop Highfield is Professor of Literary Arts and Studies at Rhode Island School of Design
is and the author of Food and Foodways in African Narratives: Community, Culture, and Heritage
(Routledge) and Imagined Topographies: From Colonial Resource to Postcolonial Homeland (Peter
Lang).
His writing on postcolonial ecocriticism and foodways has appeared in numerous book and
journals. He teaches courses on postcolonial literature and food studies and enjoys cooking.
Reading narratives through the lens of food and foodways reveals different ways that writers
deploy agriculture, cooking, and eating to highlight the traumas of history, the emptiness of
displacement, and the power of community. What I try to ask is what is food doing in the narrative?
How does paying attention to it reveal something that Elizabeth A. Eldredge calls “a hidden
transcript”?[i]The descriptions of preparing a meal, working in a garden, or butchering a chicken,
seem so commonplace that the meaning instilled in those passages can go by without notice. What
do those domestic moments reveal about the dynamics of gender, of power, and of class in
narratives?
https://www.risd.edu/people/jonathan-highfield/
https://www.routledge.com/authors/i15835-jonathan-highfield
http://risd.edu
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Jonathan Bishop Highfield

University of Maryland

“Beautifully Human and Very Complicated: Telling Stories of
Food and Race”.

Dr. Psyche Williams-Forson is Professor and Chair of the Department of American Studies at the
University of Maryland College Park.
She examines the lives of African Americans living in the United States from the late 19th century
to the present. In addition to several journal articles and book chapters, her work on material culture
and food has been published in her books,Taking Food Public: Redefining Foodways in a Changing
World and the award-winning Building Houses Out of Chicken Legs: Black Women, Food, & Power.
Her new book, Eating While Black: Food Shaming and Race in America is forthcoming in spring
2022.

Dr Yvette Abrahams
Cape Town

“Queers Saving the Planetary Ecosystem: A Short History of
Earthworms”.

Yvette Abrahams holds a PhD in economic history from UCT, and has consulted for decades for
NGOs and government. A former Commissioner for Gender quality, she steered programmes on
poverty, energy and climate change.
Dr Abrahams has also been an active academic, and has worked as a lecturer and researcher both
in South Africa and the United states. She has published widely, with her best-known work being
studies of Sara Baartman, research on lesbians and queer theory/politics and writings on gender
and climate change. Dr Abrahams was one of the first feminists to address gender, feminism and
climate change in South Africa. She has also been an organic farmer for several years, and currently
runs a small business on her smallholding just outside Cape Town for producing carbo-neutral
organic soap and body products.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Professor Psyche Williams-Forson

Jacki Job

Dance performance
And Then… Negotiating acts of communion through
consumption

Jacki Job’s most recent oeuvre is inspired by the teachings of the praying mantis and resists
centralising the Anthropocene in re-imagining perceptions of bodies in physical and social terms.
The film, And Then… challenges our learnt sense of embodiment, matter, human experience,
freedom and intimacy. Danced in her signature butoh-esque style, its relevance to “critical food
studies” is oblique but profound. It thinks through strategies of building relationality and dissolving
barriers by consuming what is different. The dance prompts aesthetic, philosophical and
metaphysical provocations around – inter alia – what it means to “eat” or be “eaten”, what “needs”
the human body has, how the human body is usually situated in (and can resist) a hierarchy in which
matter and other species are instrumentalised and made passive. She is accompanied on piano by
José Dias.
Conference participants will have several opportunities to view the dance on the conference digital
platform online. For the open-ended discussion scheduled in the conference programme,
participants will be able to engage with the dancer on a wide range of topics.
Job launched her independent career as a choreographer-dancer in 1994. Since then, she has
conceived, directed, choreographed and performed more than 70 full-length works, produced
interdisciplinary collaborations in various places across the globe. job’s practice has been eclectic
and largely informed by non-Western aesthetics. She finds particular synergy with Japanese
philosophies related to ways of inhabiting the world with restraint and a sense of serving the other.
Her interests lie in developing performance modalities that regard imbalance, invisibility and
vulnerability as provocative qualities to construct identity. Currently, Job is a Senior Lecturer in the
Centre for Theatre, Dance and Performance Studies at the University of Cape Town, and remains
active as a choreographer, dancer and academic researcher.
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Special event performances

Visual theatre
Cornucopia

Cornucopia consists of 4 short, independent scenes that offer primarily visual and embodied
interpretations connected by the theme of excess. Core images in each scene serve as narrative
anchors to explore the themes in relation to the body as symbolic site/sight for defining relations
between people. Food and consumption becomes tools of power, persuasion and seduction.
Video editing was done by Marista van Eeden. Food was donated to Ditsego House, Spruit. Food
not fit for human consumption is used to feed goats and pigs of households connected to Ditsego
House, Spruit.
Marié-Heleen Coetzee is associate professor in the School of the Arts: Drama at the University of
Pretoria, South Africa She was previously on faculty at the University of Zululand. Her research
interests include drama/theatre-based pedagogies in cross-disciplinary contexts as well as
embodied pedagogies in performance praxis. She presents guest lectures, papers and workshops
at national and international institutions and conferences, acts as adjudicator, examiner and
reviewer for various institutions and organisations, contributes scholarly publications and presents
creative work on various platforms.
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SPECIAL EVENT PERFORMANCES

Marié-Heleen Coetzee

University of Johannesburg
Food. Film. Home: a filmmaker reflects

Shelley Barry is one of South Africa’s most innovative documentary film-makers, the winner of
numerous awards and has had her films screened at festivals around the world. Currently a lecturer
in documentary and experimental film and national cinema at the University of Johannesburg, she
is also the director of her own company Twospinningwheels. Shelley Barry is well-known for her
trilogy, Whole a Trinity of Being(2005), Diaries of a Dissident Poet (2014) and Here (2019). Barry’s
films are distinctive in focusing on what is usually not seen or thought about. Food and eating –
within human beings complex lives – is one example of this. This session will involve a screening
of aspects of Barry’s work focusing on food, and will be followed by discussion.
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SPECIAL EVENT PERFORMANCES

Shelley Barry

WEDNESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER 2021
08:30

-

09:00

LOG ON AND REGISTRATION

09:00

-

09:15

Welcome from Institutional Partners: Prof Jose Frantz (DVC Research and Innovation,
UWC), Prof Norman Duncan (DVC Academic, UP) and Prof Nhlanhla Mkhize (DVC and
Head of College: Humanities, UKZN)

09:15

-

09:45

Introduction to Conference by Conference hosts: Desiree Lewis (University of the
Western Cape), Vasu Reddy (University of Pretoria) and Relebohile Moletsane
(University of KwaZulu-Natal)

09:45

-

10:00

MEET & GREET

10:00

-

11:45

PANEL 1: Discursive space-clearing
SESSION CHAIR: Desiree Lewis

PANEL 2: Food and identity-formation
SESSION CHAIR: Carla Tsampiras

10:00

-

10:30

Eating for health: a journey towards
becoming a plant-based cook
Presenter: Mary Hames

Becoming B. Smith: A Brand and an Icon
Presenter: Kimberly Nettles-Barcelon

10:30

-

11:00

Looting or redistribution? Redefining
narratives of food riots and global
food politics.
Presenter: Rejoice M Chipuriro

Bene Appétit: Consuming Food and
Remembering Jewish Identity in the
Selected Works of Esther David
Presenter: Anandha Lekshmi Nair

11:00

-

11:30

"To Consume, or Be Consumed”: An
Enquiry into the Sexual/Textual
Politics of Food and Women
Presenter: Sonakshi Srivastava

The venison appeal: Exploring the cultural
politics of game meat in South Africa
Presenter/s: Shirley Brooks, Lindokuhle
Khumalo, Melanie Sommerville & Tariro
Kamuti

11:30

-

11:45

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

11:45

-

12:00

MEET & GREET

12:00

-

13:45

PANEL 3: Food in/and social history
SESSION CHAIR: Vasu Reddy

PANEL 4: Humanising food justice politics
SESSION CHAIR: Donna Andrews

12:00

-

12:30

From semi-Feudalism to Mercantilism:
Effects of Eating Fish on the Changing
Demography and Evolution of Social
Classes in Colonial Bengal
Presenter: Palash Nasker

Cultivating food justice: A case of urban
community gardens in the Cape Flats
Presenter: Tinashe P Kanosvamhira

12:30

-

13:00

I Miss My Mum’s Cooking: Migration
and Black British food cultures
Presenter: Michael McMillan

Breastfeeding as a form of foodwork:
Considering work-family, race, gender and
class
Presenter/s: Feranaaz Farista & Ameeta
Jaga
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Programme – Day 1

13:00

-

13:30

13:30

-

13:45

DISCUSSION

13:45

-

14:15

MEET & GREET

14:15

-

15:15

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Dr Kole Ade Odutola
Ounjẹ daradara lawọ ara: Good food and its effect on the body
SESSION CHAIR: Relebohile Moletsane

15:15

-

15:30

MEET & GREET

15:30

-

17:15

PANEL 5: Local worlds/Global
foodways and foodscapes
SESSION CHAIR: Relebohile
Moletsane

PANEL 6: Food/Aesthetics/Politics
SESSION CHAIR: Angelo Fick

15:30

-

16:00

Disgust or contamination? Negotiating
the presence of pig trotter in Madina
Zongo
Presenter: Rashida Adum-Atta

The Unwritten: A poetic exploration of the
recipe beyond and between the lines
Presenter: Pralini Naidoo

16:00

-

16:30

"The Vegetable Patch, Ricoffy and No
Name Milk: Eating in Athlone"
Presenter: Gabeba Baderoon

Meat in black and white
Presenter: Shari Daya

16:30

-

17:00

Rajasthan's desert food culture and its
link to sustainability.
Presenter: Rini Singhi

Tainted Food: Fruit, Supermarkets, and
Identity in Zoë Wicomb’s Playing in the Light
Presenter: B. Jamieson Stanley

17:00

-

17:15

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

17:15

-

17:30

MEET & GREET

17:30

-

18:30

KEYNOTE PERFORMANCE: Jacki Job
And Then… Negotiating acts of communion through consumption
SESSION CHAIR: Desiree Lewis

18:30

Perceptions of Women Street Food Vendors
on the determinants of competitiveness of
the street food enterprise in the rural towns
of Vhembe District, Limpopo Province
Presenter/s: Tjale Cloupas Mahopo, Cebisa
Nesamvuni, Johan Van Niekerk & Edward
Nesamvuni
DISCUSSION

DAY 1 CLOSING

**ALL TIMES ARE STATED IN SOUTH AFRICA STANDARD TIME (SAST | UTC +2 | GMT +2)**
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THURSDAY, 18 NOVEMBER 2021
08:00

-

08:30

LOG ON, MEET & GREET

08:30

-

09:00

Performance of My Daily Bread (Written and performed by UWC Students at the
Gender Equity Unit)
Lynn Mafofo

09:00

-

10:45

PANEL 7: Discursive space-clearing
SESSION CHAIR: Koni Benson

PANEL 8: Food and identity-formation
SESSION CHAIR: Lynn Mafofo

09:00

-

09:30

How we talk about Talk about food
Presenter: Desiree Lewis

Food and Gender Relations in a Muslim
inner-city in Accra, Ghana since the 1980s?
Presenter: Charles Prempeh

09:30

-

10:00

Ethical Practices that enhance Food
Security among African Communities
Presenter: Simon Masiga

Rustafari Foodways and Identityconstruction in Zimbabwe
Presenter: Fortune Sibanda

10:00

-

10:30

Towards understanding how big
corporations in the grain industry
create the basis of an obesogenic
environment that predisposes poor
women to Diabetes type 2
Presenter: Austin Pinkerton

Foodscapes and positioning of staple food
in Africa: A case of youth perceptions on
maize consumption discourses in Cape
Town
Presenter: Nandi H. Mhlongo

10:30

-

10:45

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

10:45

-

11:00

MEET & GREET

11:00

-

12:45

PANEL 9: Humanising food justice
politics
SESSION CHAIR: Carmine Rustin

PANEL 10: Food in/and social history
SESSION CHAIR: Tinashe Kanosvamhira

11:00

-

11:30

Promoting eco-feminism in food
security research during the COVID-19
pandemic: Insights from a co-research
collaboration in Cape Town, South
Africa
Presenter: Haidee Swanby, Nicole
Paganini, Nomonde Buthelezi &
Sanelisiwe Nyaba

Understanding food-related health
behaviour: an ethnographic study
investigating the management of noncommunicable diseases through the use of
food by residents of Langa, Cape Town.
Presenter: Zonke Khanyi Mjekula

11:30

-

12:00

The influence of indigenous food
practices on children's developmental
outcomes: A participatory exploration
with caregivers in a rural community in
KwaZulu Natal
Presenter: Ayanda Tshazi

Farm bank: The Leveraging of Capital on a
Limpopo Citrus Farm
Presenter: Gabe Vermeulen & Safiyya Goga
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Programme – Day 2

12:00

-

12:30

The slow violence of child
malnutrition: Gauging progress / a
process of engagement
Presenter: Lori Lake

The vanilla Bubble of 2003/4: How NeoLiberal Policy Changed The Production of
the World's Favourite Flavour
Presenter/s: Julian May & Myriam Velia

12:30

-

12:45

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

12:45

-

13:15

MEET & GREET

13:15

-

14:15

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Prof Jonathan Bishop Highfield
Finding the Phantom Food: Representing Postcolonial Foodways
SESSION CHAIR: Vasu Reddy

14:15

-

14:30

MEET & GREET

14:30

-

16:15

PANEL 11: Local worlds/Global
foodways and foodscapes SESSION
CHAIR: Evans Anyona Ondigi

PANEL 12: Food/Aesthetics/Politics
SESSION CHAIR: Jonathan Jodamus

14:30

-

15:00

Disparity to Parity to Solidarity: How
Agrarian Movements Resist Corporate
Capture in the “Capitalocene”
Presenter/s: Daljit Soni, Garrett
Graddy-Lovelace, Veronica Limeberry
& Indra Shekhar Singh

Food, symbolism, political change, and
gendered identities in Zimbabwean Politics:
From Mama Grace’s ice cream to Amai
Mnangagwa’s traditional meals
Presenter: Tinashe Mawere

15:00

-

15:30

South's Africa's Hospitality industry is
in distress. The economic impact of
Covid 19 lockdown regulations on
restaurants in Durban, South Africa
Presenter: Sheetal Bhoola

A Culinary Biography of Dora Sithole:
Identity, Heritage, Memory and Flavours
Presenter/s: Vasu Reddy & Lebo Moletsane

15:30

-

16:00

The South African milk tart: Beyond
indigenization
Presenter: Rachel Botes

Serious Fun: Food for Thought
Presenter/s: Rike Sitas & Gareth Haysom

16:00

-

16:15

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

16:15

-

16:30

MEET & GREET

16:30

-

17:30

KEYNOTE PERFORMANCE: Marié-Heleen Coetzee
Cornucopia
SESSION CHAIR: Siona O’Connell

17:30

DAY 2 CLOSING

**ALL TIMES ARE STATED IN SOUTH AFRICA STANDARD TIME (SAST | UTC +2 | GMT +2)**
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FRIDAY, 19 NOVEMBER 2021
08:15

-

08:45

LOG ON, MEET & GREET

08:45

-

09:00

WELCOME TO DAY 3 AND RECAP OF DAYS 1 & 2
Relebohile Moletsane

09:00

-

10:45

PANEL 13: Food and identityformation
SESSION CHAIR: Heather Thuynsma

PANEL 14: Food and identity-formation
SESSION CHAIR: Relebohile Moletsane

09:00

-

09:30

Black gay men’s status consumption
of food as a construction of
identities in South Africa: a literature
review (2000-2020).
Presenter: Brian Sibeko

The edible woman: Ethnolinguistic
reflections on names of Kiganda food
Presenter: Sarah Nakijoba

09:30

-

10:00

Narratives of Identity and Belonging:
Place and the everyday food
practices of immigrant, Muslim,
women living in Fordsburg,
Johannesburg
Presenter: Safia Bobat

If Meat be the Food of Love, Play on: An
Appraisal of the Assamese Movie 'Aamis’
Presenter: Aparna Ajith

10:00

-

10:30

Food consumption practices and
social identity construction in South
African soapies: A semiotic
remediation discourse analysis of
Skeem Saam
Presenter: Nokukhanya P. Ndlovu

Mass and Social Media, Food and
Navigating “Being Black and Middle Class” in
South Africa
Presenter: Pamella Gysman

10:30

-

10:45

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

10:45

-

11:00

MEET & GREET

11:00

-

12:45

PANEL 15: Food in/and social history
SESSION CHAIR: Marshall Maposa

PANEL 16: Local Words/Global Food Ways
SESSION CHAIR: Sheetal Bhoola

11:00

-

11:30

Rhizome networks: Turmeric’s
journey from haldi doodh to turmeric
latte
Presenter: G. Paleker

The Fast Foods Promise of Uber Eats
Adverts – A Critical Analysis
Presenter: Evans Anyona Ondigi

11:30

-

12:00

Pakkies aan Boetie
Presenter: Dominique WnuczekLobaczewski

Good food in South Africa
Presenter/s: Shari Daya, Heeten Bhagat &
Molly Anderson

12:00

-

12:30

Indigenous knowledge for processing of
local flora to Desert delicacy: Panchkutta
Presenter/s: Dheeraj Singh, M K Chaudhary,
Chandan Kumar & Aishwarya Dudi
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12:30

-

12:45

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION

12:45

-

13:15

MEET & GREET

13:15

-

14:15

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Professor Psyche Williams-Forson in conversation with
Dr Yvette Abrahams
SESSION CHAIR: Desiree Lewis

14:15

-

14:30

MEET & GREET

14:30

-

16:15

PANEL 17: Local worlds/Global
foodways and foodscapes SESSION
CHAIR: Busi Alant

PANEL 18: Food/Aesthetics/Politics
SESSION CHAIR: Marie-Heleen Coetzee

14:30

-

15:00

Repositioning strategies of fastfoodscapes during the Covid 19
pandemic: A multisemiotic discourse
analysis of Nandos, KFC and
Chicken Licken in South Africa
Presenter: Lynn Mafofo

Exist to resist- resist to exist. Cape
indigeneity: herb, fruit, land and people.
Presenter: Monique Tamara (van Vuuren)

15:00

-

15:30

Co-operation in action: CSA as a
pathway towards localised food
systems
Presenter: Nicola Coundourakis

Tasty type. Insights into the sensorial
function(s) of type.
Presenter: Kyle Rath

15:30

-

16:00

Precarious contexts of foodwork:
Urban Zimbabwean women at the
frontline of political ecology
struggles
Presenter: Michelle Masuku

16:00

-

16:15

DISCUSSION

16:15

-

16:30

MEET & GREET

16:30

-

17:30

KEYNOTE PERFORMANCE: Shelley Barry
Food. Film. Home: a filmmaker reflects
SESSION CHAIR: Desiree Lewis

17:30

-

17:45

CONFERENCE CLOSURE

DISCUSSION
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Globalisation and food positioning semiotics: Halaal foodaccess and perceptions among Muslims in Cape
Town
Presenter: Ammaarah Seboa
Supermarket Cultures and Politics: A Comparison of Two Cape Town Supermarkets
Presenter: Limpho Makapela

The Effect of Food Gardens on Household Food and Nutrition Security in Ulundi Local Municipality,
Zululand District, KwaZulu-Natal.
Presenter: Sanele Shange
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Discursive space-clearing
Session chair: Desiree Lewis

Wednesday 17 November 2021
10:00 - 10:30

Eating for health: a journey towards becoming a plant-based cook
Presenter: Mary Hames

10:30 - 11:00

Looting or redistribution? Redefining narratives of food riots and global
food politics.
Presenter: Rejoice M Chipuriro

11:00 - 11:30

"To Consume, or Be Consumed”: An Enquiry into the Sexual/Textual
Politics of Food and Women
Presenter: Sonakshi Srivastava
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Eating for health: a journey towards becoming a plant-based cook
Mary Hames
This presentation is in part a photographic journal in which I reflect on my decision to follow a plantbased eating plan to reverse chronic illness. I show how I experiment with planting my own
vegetables and plan my meals. I refer to my successes and failures and how this process of
planting, cooking, and eating became an intense learning experience. This involved a focused
research process and a continuous battle of opinion with the people involved in the medical chain.
This journey started as a response to my questions to lower the number of tablets I had to consume
daily. The general practitioner insisted that the tablets kept me alive, and the pharmacist said that
the pharmaceuticals will let me live for a very long time. I, on the other hand, was concerned about
the side-effects and dependency on tablets. This is an ethnographic study supported by photos,
recipes, and narratives of healing.
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Looting or redistribution? Redefining narratives of food riots and
global food politics during Covid-19.
Rejoice Chipuriro
South Africa is rated as a food secure country, it is also rated as one of the most unequal society.
Unequal economic and power relations governing the South African food systems with its global
politics was replayed through narratives of ‘looting’ of food recently displayed in the media. Covid19 aggravated the historical burden of racial, class and gendered inequality embodied
disproportionately by black and mostly female bodies. While the ‘looting’ narrative inevitably
showed rifts in South Africa's social fabric the protests relayed an underlying everyday food and
livelihood crisis for marginalised black urbanites. A shallow diagnosis by media of the ‘looting’ as
thuggery undermines long due critical dialogue between the ruling elites, white monopoly capital
and the masses of food insecure black communities. This paper explores these crucial facets of
the social, political, economic infrastructures of power that underlie the food scarcity and
inaccessibility for the majority of black poor women and their families. The main aim is to advance
the call for a more equitable and accessible food system that incorporates diversity of food sources
whilst strengthening resilience of local food systems in the face of competing interests from state
protected large international capital. The paper is informed by documentary and press analysis, as
well as analysis of webinar discussions from mostly feminist activist following the July protest and
supermarkets’ ‘looting’. The paper centres women’s narratives drawn from relevant networks and
social movements that challenge hegemonic food security narratives and policies which exclude
marginalised women in informalised local food systems. By centring women’s voices often missing
from food security dialogues, this paper draws on the efforts and resistances that have gone into
crafting alternative food systems, contributing insights for effective design of both inclusive local
economies and innovative solutions to the food crisis.
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“To Consume, or Be Consumed”: An Enquiry into the Sexual/Textual
Politics of Food and Women
Sonakshi Srivastava

Eve gave into the temptation by biting into the “forbidden fruit”- her act of disobedience
then, her transgression can be ascribed to the act of eating. An affinity exists between the
gastronomical and the sexual, an affinity that exists in continuity and recalls a long
standing tradition within Western culture and literature of associating women with food.
Consuming food eschews no neutrality. Anthropologist Mary Douglas in her essay,
“Deciphering a Meal” treats food as a code, and writes, “if food is treated as a code, the
message it encodes will be found in the patterns of social relations being expressed. The
message is about different degrees of hierarchy, inclusion and exclusion, boundaries and
transactions across the boundaries. Like sex, talking of food has a social as well as a
biological component.” Woman was food because breast milk was the human being’s
first nourishment – the one food essential for survival. Moreover, both God and women
were food insofar as they were bodies. God, like woman, fed his children from his own
body. Social arrangements and cultural symbols stereotyped reception of nurture as a
male activity, and provision of nurture as a female one. Moreover, this close affinity
between divinity and women allowed men to control and regulate the sexuality of women
by keeping them within a spiritual, sanitized domain.
My paper is grounded in the exploration of the presence of the female bodies and their
relation to food- their act of consuming and being consumed by the patriarchal order
(justified in the garb of religiosity), by taking into consideration some texts like “The Goblin
Market”, “Jane Eyre”, “The Duchess of Malfi” etc amongst others.
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Food and identity-formation
Session chair: Carla Tsampiras

Wednesday 17 November 2021
10:00 - 10:30

Becoming B. Smith: A Brand and an Icon
Presenter: Kimberly Nettles-Barcelon

10:30 - 11:00

Bene Appétit: Consuming Food and Remembering Jewish Identity in
the Selected Works of Esther David
Presenter: Anandha Lekshmi Nair

11:00 - 11:30

The venison appeal: Exploring the cultural politics of game meat in
South Africa
Presenter/s: Shirley Brooks, Lindokuhle Khumalo, Melanie
Sommerville & Tariro Kamuti
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Becoming B. Smith: A Brand and an Icon
Kimberly D. Nettles-Barcelón, Ph.D.
Barbara Elaine Smith accomplished many firsts in her over 40-year career as a model, restaurateur,
lifestyle television host, and all-around style maven. Barbara was the first Black model on the cover
of Mademoiselle in 1976. In 1986 Barbara, then known professionally as B. Smith, was the first Black
woman to open a white-tablecloth restaurant in the Theater District of New York City. She
pioneered the media lifestyle format with the publication of her coffee-table book B. Smith’s
Entertaining and Cooking for Friends (1995), when her weekly half-hour syndicated television show,
B. Smith With Style, debuted in 1997 along with the publication of the glossy B Smith Style
magazine in 1999. B. Smith went on to open two additional restaurants (in Washington DC and Sag
Harbor), develop a sewing patterns line for Vogue, a furniture line for La-Z-Boy, and a best-selling
home-goods line for the retailer Bed, Bath & Beyond. Her work as a Black woman cultural arbiter
is foundational to the reimagining of African American people and black style that continues to
resonate today.
Sadly, on February 22, 2020 Barbara Elaine Smith passed away from complications with early onset
Alzheimer’s disease. She was 70 years old. At the time of her death, B. Smith was worth over $20
million, tangible evidence of the significance of her more than forty-year career. When she passed
away at least 50 national and international media outlets aired tributes to her, remarking on the
breadth, beauty and impact of B. Smith’s cultural work. From food media (Food and Wine magazine
and Eater.com), to Black press (Essence Magazine and BET.com), to business publications
(Forbes.com and Black Enterprise), and mainstream press (NY Times, BBC, CNN) stories detailing
“Why B. Smith Always Mattered” circulated widely.
Becoming B. Smith: A Brand and an Icon. This essay explores the commodification of lifestyle media
products as a process that simultaneously expands the reach of Black brands while watering down
their political resonance. In close readings of her television show, coffee table book, and cookbooks
as well as the rollout of her home goods, furniture and patterns lines, I think through the
commercialization of B. Smith. While many would deem these products as markers of success, I
argue that the intrepid expansion of B. Smith into these areas of enterprise made the cutting edge
and political nature of her aesthetic work less viable, or certainly less visible. While B. Smith hired
chefs to cook in her restaurants, on the television show we see her cooking with her celebrity
guests and friends. Her cookbooks, too, featured B. Smith as party planner and cook in one of her
homes on the East Coast of the U.S. In fact, by 2007, B. Smith became the image on Aunt Jemima’s
Cornbread mix in that company’s effort to move away from a racist image of Black women. Read
comparatively, one can see the strain between various B. Smith images – upscale entertainer,
home cooking wife and mother, jet-setting restaurateur, and Black woman cook/chef.
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Bene Appétit: Consuming Food and Remembering Jewish Identity in
the Selected Works of Esther David.
Anandha Lekshmi Nair
What followed after Marcel Proust dipped his madeleine in tea proves how food structures literary
memory. More than the mere physical appetite, food in literature reflects the centrality of culinary
practices in the characters’ lives. Writers of all time have used food memories to push the
boundaries of materiality and agency in literature, making the reader see beyond the individual
human story to the environmental, cultural, and global impact of the relationship between eater
and the eaten.
In the intimate world of food and migration, food becomes a site to negotiate socio-cultural actions
and relations. Migrants have in them both the hope of assimilation and the aspiration to retain their
ethnicity. Ethnic communities such as the Jews utilise food, through memory, to transcend the
present moment and maintain their distinct identity. In the works of Esther David, like Bombay
Brides, Book of Rachel, and Shalom India Housing Society, the Bene-Israeli Jews preserve the
memory and legacy of their culture through food. Cooking practices are inseparable from the
narrative memories that give them meaning, producing senses of ‘home’, and re-inscribing through
food narratives their migrant history. Through food traditions that involve not just recipes, but of the
methods by which foods are grown, gathered, stored, prepared, served, and thrown out, their
memories help re-create cultural maps within which they locate themselves. Their culturally
transmitted rules related to food become the markers of their identity. This paper analyses the
entanglement of food and memory in the selected works of Esther David and how the characters’
ethnic identity, pertaining to memory, is maintained and performed through their culinary practices
and codes of consumption.
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The venison appeal: Exploring the cultural politics of game meat in
South Africa
Shirley Brooks, Lindokuhle Khumalo, Melanie Sommerville, Tariro Kamuti
Recently South African game farms have fallen on hard times. Due to COVID-19 and related
restrictions on mobility, the winter hunting season of 2020 was effectively cancelled and 2021 has
been similar. As a result, too many animals are present on farms geared to regular reduction in
numbers due to sport hunting. These animals need to be ‘harvested’ before ecological damage
results. This circumstance may be adding momentum to efforts on the part of the Department of
Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) to upscale game meat production and build the
market. One funder, the WWF Nedbank Green Trust, argues that “South Africa’s game meat market
has considerable growth potential … this market is compatible with biodiversity conservation and
can contribute to rural economic development, job creation and food security.” A major initiative,
then, is currently underway to promote the consumption of venison or wild game meat alongside
livestock production.
Rather than focusing on the technical and other difficulties facing an upscaled game meat industry
(which are substantial), this paper explores the cultural politics of venison consumption. Consumers
of venison at high end restaurants are accustomed to ordering to their kudu or springbok steak or
carpaccio, regarded an expensive luxury item. Currently venison is largely thought of as a high-end
luxury food item consumed by the wealthy. So how easily would the game meat strategy translate
into demand on the part of urban black consumers? In this paper, we pose the question: is venison
the same as inyama yenyamazane? (closest isiZulu translation). Is ‘bush meat’ the same as venison?
What are its meanings for people accustomed to consuming beef and other meats? Based on
zoom interviews with key informants and ordinary consumers, the paper presents preliminary
research into the cultural politics – and by extension, the wider viability – of the ‘venison appeal’.
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Food in/and social history
Session chair: Vasu Reddy

Wednesday 17 November 2021
12:00

- 12:30

From semi-Feudalism to Mercantilism: Effects of Eating Fish on
the Changing Demography and Evolution of Social Classes in
Colonial Bengal
Presenter: Palash Nasker

12:30

- 13:00

I Miss My Mum’s Cooking: Migration and Black British food
cultures
Presenter: Michael McMillan
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From semi-Feudalism to Mercantilism: Effects of Eating Fish on the
Changing Demography and Evolution of Social Classes in Colonial
Bengal.
Palash Nasker
Though in Rigveda (Hindu religious text) and Arthasastra of Kautilya mentioned fish but not as a
very common food of the Indian. Some scholars like Sundar Lal Hora pointed out that fish was used
as a supplementary food during the food shortage and the time of natural disasters. Over the time,
this supplementary food became one of the regular popular food items to the Bengali people.
Being a riverine land, Bengal had many water bodies to produce fish as enough food for the locals.
It was very convenient option to catch fish and fulfill their regular protein diet. However, during the
British rule in colonial India fish gradually changed from a food to merchandise. When British East
India Company achieved the land revenue rights of Bengal Presidency (Bengal, Bihar and Orissa),
they brought the public and private water bodies under the land revenue department. They
targeted to enlarge their area of tax collection and increase their total amount of tax by imposing
taxes on the fishing and fish selling. They leased out those water bodies to the private owners in
lieu of a fixed amount of tax per annum. The water bodies became private properties and common
people gradually become engaged in fishing to earn money or pay tax. Thus, fish production
became a profitable business in Bengal. Different delicious fishes became more popular to all the
classes of people. In the first half of 19th century, estimated 85% of Bengali population used to
consume fish and Calcutta got more importance as a growing fish market in colonial India. Fish
itself changed into a marketable water-crop from a simple staple food. Focusing on this sociopolitical background behind this change, this paper will discuss how this change has affected the
demographic configuration and evolved the class structure of colonial Bengal.
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I Miss My Mum’s Cooking: Migration and Black British food cultures
Michael McMillan
Across the African diaspora food cultures and identities have emerged through histories of
colonialism, imperialism and migration, such as okra, rice, breadfruit, saltfish and cornmeal.
Delicious dishes are also made from meat and fish parts that were castaway during the
enslavement of Africans, such as pigtail, pigtrotters, cow foot, cow skin, tripe, chicken neck to
mention a few. How and where these food ingredients are
Us, contemporary art from the Caribbean, group show. KAdE, Kunsthal, Amersfoort sourced, and
how they are cooked and eaten carry symbolic capital around cultural knowledge, taste, pleasure,
affect and identity formation. Conventionally, in preparing parties across the African Caribbean
diaspora, for example, music comes first, followed by hot food, and drink, and there some dishes
that are de rigueur. However, growing up Black in Britain, did not and does not mean there is a
homogenous response to Caribbean cuisine, which is as much to do with exposure, choice and
identification.
Self-reflexively, I miss my Mum more than her cooking now, because I cook when she did and
more, but in my own style, because it embodies pleasure and love. I also love eating with my hands,
and will suck meat and fish bone in public, but this tends to ignite social stigmas about fine dining
practices, and what Black bodies should and should not do in the public space, such as our natural
hair. Throwbacks to Victorian values of respectability and civilising the Black bodies, these legacies
of colonialism that still haunt our everyday lives. These tropes also circulate in hegemonic food
discourses in the ways that Caribbean food is repackaged as cuisine and how Caribbean chefs are
represented in popular culture.
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Humanising food justice politics
Session chair: Donna Andrews

Wednesday 17 November 2021
12:00 - 12:30

Cultivating food justice: A case of urban community gardens in the
Cape Flats
Presenter: Tinashe P Kanosvamhira

12:30 - 13:00

Breastfeeding as a form of foodwork: Considering work-family, race,
gender and class
Presenter/s: Feranaaz Farista & Ameeta Jaga

13:00 - 13:30

Perceptions of Women Street Food Vendors on the determinants of
competitiveness of the street food enterprise in the rural towns of
Vhembe District, Limpopo Province
Presenter/s: Tjale Cloupas Mahopo, Cebisa Nesamvuni, Johan Van
Niekerk & Edward Nesamvuni
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Cultivating food justice: A case of urban community gardens in the
Cape Flats
Tinashe P. Kanosvamhira
The adoption of neoliberal policies by several African governments has resulted in food systems
that have promoted various food injustices such as unequal access to food. At the same time recent
literature that urban agriculture has the potential to promote just food systems at local levels
through the provision of alternative food and food decommodification. Through a mixed-methods
research approach, this paper examines how urban community gardens in the Cape Flats have
attempted to counter the neoliberal food system entrenched in Cape Town. The study is based on
questionnaires, semi-structured interviews, and observations from 34 urban community food
gardens that were selected through a combination of a purposive and snowball sampling method
across Gugulethu, Khayelitsha, Ottery, and Mitchells Plain. In-depth interviews were held with state
and non-state actors to elicit information on how they supported urban community gardens to
achieve their agendas. The findings demonstrate that urban gardeners are progressively
attempting to promote food justice through the decommodification of agroecologically
vegetables, improved access to vegetables, and the conscientization of local communities on food
rights. Nevertheless, the impact of such efforts remains curtailed because of the unsustainability
of community gardens and the limited coordination of activities. As such efforts on food
conscientization are likely to be sporadic in nature with marginal effects on the local food system.
In conclusion, the paper argues that apart from more structural barriers, more coordinated and
localised food activist groups are encouraged to create a more effective movement that could
have a more impactful and sustained role within these distressed communities.
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Breastfeeding a as form of foodwork: Considering work-family, race,
gender and class
Feranaaz Farista & Ameeta Jaga
Return to work is cited as a key reason for women ceasing breastfeeding due to the conflict
between the labour of bodywork required for jobs, and breastfeeding as a labour of foodwork.
Through semi-structured, in-depth interviews with 33 black low-income mothers in Cape Town,
South Africa, this study gives meaning to the labour of foodwork that these mothers perform . The
data was interrogated through an intersectional analytic lens to understand how race, class, and
gender shape foodwork experiences. The study findings underscored the struggles, exacerbated
by financial constraints, that low-income women endured to balance the demands of being a good
mother and a good worker. Three key themes emerged that illustrate the compromised ability to
enact foodwork: (1) contextual factors influencing foodwork, (2) role demands placing pressure on
mothers, and, (3) foodwork techniques, preference and guidance. With these findings,
recommendations for improving workplace support for low-income mothers foodwork activities
are presented.
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Perceptions of Women Street Food Vendors on the determinants of
competitiveness of the street food enterprise in the rural towns of
Vhembe District, Limpopo Province
Tjale Cloupas Mahopo, Cebisa Nesamvuni, Johan Van Niekerk & Edward
Nesamvuni
The study investigated street food vendor’s perception of socio-economic attributes as
determinants of their competitiveness in the Vhembe District of Limpopo Province, South Africa.
Porter’s diamond model was used as a framework for the analysis of this study. A cross-sectional
survey of street food vendors selling ready to eat foods was conducted in Vhembe district towns
on 511 street food vendors (age range 18-75 years) using a convenient sampling method to recruit
street vendors. Information on sex, education, age, marital status, location of street vending,
business ownership and income, use of social safety net, and information on cost, labour, quality,
technology, water use, infrastructure, capita, resilience against natural factors, and distance to
market and access to market information, stability and health security, were collected. Descriptive
and exploratory analysis was used to summarise the results. Participants' perception involved
rating 46 factors as either enhancing or constraining competitive performance, rated on a Likert
scale with 1= (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree). Over 90% of the participants were women,
and on average, participants were unmarried, between the ages of 35-44 years, with high school
education. The 46 rated factors were grouped into the Porter Competitive Diamond. The chance
(3.59/5), production (3.57/5), and government role (3.49/5) factor conditions received the highest
overall determinant rating as most agreed, while related industries (3.34/5), demand condition
(3.28/5) and firm structure, strategy, and rivalry (3.22/5) received the lowest average rating as most
disagreed constraining. The improved strategies for water, financial, and governmental support for
street food vendors could increase the competitiveness of street food enterprises in the Vhembe
district.
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Local worlds/Global foodways and foodscapes
Session chair: Relebohile Moletsane

Wednesday 17 November 2021
15:30 - 16:00

Disgust or contamination? Negotiating the presence of pig trotter in
Madina Zongo
Presenter: Rashida Adum-Atta

16:00 - 16:30

The Vegetable Patch, Ricoffy and No Name Milk: Eating in Athlone
Presenter: Gabeba Baderoon

16:30 - 17:00

Rajasthan's desert food culture and its link to sustainability.
Presenter: Rini Singhi
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Disgust or contamination? Negotiating the Presence of Pig trotter in
Madina Zongo
Rashida Adum-Atta
Food is an important dimension of life in the plural religious setting of Madina Zongo, Accra (Ghana).
People eat together, exchange food items and visit the same market space to buy foodstuffs. By
focusing on the sale of pig feet (trotter) in Madina market, a commodity that is considered haram
and unclean by Muslims, this paper explores how the presence of certain foodstuffs in shared
spaces such the market, Zongo neigbourhoods, that are inhabited by people of different religious
traditions trigger religious sensibilities and evoke strong responses among those frequenting the
space (e.g. market women and customers, neighbours). Using Mary Douglas’s Purity and danger as
a guide this paper studies how religiously contested and so-called ‘contaminated’ foodstuffs such
as pig feet (trotter) result as a boundary-making practices for trotter sellers among members of the
market and community investigates the strategies these people develop to negotiate an economic
activity and a so-called sacred communal space such as the Zongo..
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The Vegetable Patch, Ricoffy and No Name Milk: Eating in Athlone
Gabeba Baderoon
This is a reading of poems and prose about food and memory. My memory of meals in Athlone
starts from the ground up. When I left, I missed the food the most. Since then, longing has made
me write about it and eventually learn to make it. Through food, I ultimately reached into the
ground, the first cleared ground, a garden. In Cape Town, fifteen kilometres east on Klipfontein
from our house, gardens are not just accessories to houses. They are the reason for imperialism.
The Company Gardens in the centre of the city, named for the Dutch East Indian Company, were
established to provide fresh fruits, vegetables, meat, and water for ships trading in spices and
slaves between Asia and Europe. Gardens today drive the employment of lowly paid domesticbut-not-quite-house-workers. To clear ground and make soil is to envision a future that you may
never see. The temporality of a garden is an order of time that is not background. It is the present
and it is the deep past. Along the side of my mother’s house is an area that we call the vegetable
patch, but it is by now an urban farm all of thirty square metres in size. It produces yellow lightbulbshaped tomatoes, sweet if misshapen carrots, green-ripening-into-red peppers, thin green chilies,
long squat squash, red lettuce, fat purple eggplants, a mass of broad beans, full-leaved ginger,
turmeric and all kinds of herbs. But it produces them out of soil that has taken forty-five years to
nourish into fruitfulness. My role forty years ago, when I was a child and this place was slowly
becoming our home, was to take vegetable peels out to the compost heap. In doing this, I was
central to the making of the garden, though I didn’t know it at the time.
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Rajasthan's desert food culture and its link to sustainability
Rini Singh
The objective of this paper is to explore Rajasthan’s desert food culture: native, local agriculture,
eating practices and its link to sustainability. Situated in the North-western part of India, Rajasthan
is an arid and dry state. The scarce produce has forced its inhabitants to adopt ingenious ways to
use the what’s available around. Kherji tree, also the state tree of Rajasthan is one such example.
As a native species of the state, it grows with low input and is said to be drought resistant and
nitrogen fixer. The unripe pods are green, and locally known as ‘sangria’ or ‘sangar’. The pods are
also dried and used all year round to make Pachkuta, a famous five vegetable dish staple to
Rajasthan. Since all parts of khejri are useful it is called the ‘kalpavriksha of the desert’. It is also
known as the ‘king of the desert’. In 1731, Amrita Devi Bishnoi along with 363 other people sacrificed
their life for the protection of Khejri trees in Khejrali village near Jodhpur in Rajasthan. A testimony
of a deep link relationship between community and nature.
This paper aims to answer how local food is climate resilient, community enhancer and a healthier
diet option.
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Food/Aesthetics/Politics
Session chair: Julian May

Wednesday 17 November 2021
15:30 - 16:00

The Unwritten: A poetic exploration of the recipe beyond and between
the lines
Presenter: Pralini Naidoo

16:00 - 16:30

Meat in black and white
Presenter: Shari Daya

16:30 - 17:00

Tainted Food: Fruit, Supermarkets, and Identity in Zoë Wicomb’s
Playing in the Light
Presenter: B. Jamieson Stanley
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The Unwritten: A poetic exploration of the recipe beyond and
between the lines
Pralini Naidoo
Through poetry, story and image, I explore some of my heritage foods and the ways in which their
recipes reside and shift beyond ‘words on a page’. By its very definition, the word recipe implies a
formula and while their textual and published form offer multiple readings, defining the recipe as
simply a set of instructions in a published bound book (depending on who is telling the story) can
concretise the ways in which the replication of food is conceptualised. Published recipes are just
as much a form of knowledge production as any, allowing those in power to appropriate, exoticise,
reduce and take ownership of the food narratives of more marginalised communities. Rethinking
forms of recipe transmission beyond a mainstream published form disrupts and allows for complex
understandings of the ways in which heritage recipes change and adapt while remembering the
unwritten.
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Meat in Black and White
Shari Daya
Food and identity have much to do with each other. In the African context, however, food is studied
through developmentalist lenses far more than through cultural ones. Therefore, we know little
about the ways in which food and contemporary, particularly urban, African identities shape each
other. I explore this relationship through an analysis of personal food narratives gathered as part of
a four-year research project exploring food memories, values and practices in three South African
cities. Meat appears frequently in these narratives, and this paper focuses on this powerful food,
sandwiching data analysis between short biographical reflections that personalise the paper’s
intellectual arguments. Using the metaphor of ‘spillage’ as a tool, I show how personal narratives
about meat raise questions about identity formation, sometimes surprisingly. These stories about
how meat matters, help to deepen understanding of how racial identities take shape in this context.
While this is important in itself, these narratives point to the entanglements between race and
larger questions: about planetary health, inter-species relationships, morality and humanitude. The
contribution of this paper to Food Studies is the demonstration that broader ethical questions about
food, specifically meat, cannot be separated from (carefully contextualised) imaginaries and
materialities of cultural identity.
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Tainted Food: Fruit, Supermarkets, and Identity in Zoë Wicomb’s
Playing in the Light
B. Jamieson Stanley
This paper offers a food studies reading of Zoë Wicomb’s 2006 novel Playing in the Light. I focus
on the meanings of supermarkets and fruit that the novel activates to capture shifting ideas about
identity and desire in the 1990s moment of South Africa’s political transition. I first situate Playing in
the Light in dialogue with queer theory as well as scholarship on supermarketization and
neoliberal-era temporalities (in South Africa and beyond). I then argue that Playing in the Light uses
shopping at Woolworths as a metonym to expose ways in which neoliberalizing capitalism
regiments raced, classed, gendered, and sexual identities through patterns in food consumption.
Fruit from the supermarket, in particular, function as a “tainted food,” meaning a food that has
negative connotations from a progressive or radical eco/food-political perspective, such as
associations with violence, exploitation, or environmental damage. In the case of Wicomb’s novel,
fruit from the supermarket is “tainted” in that it represents the performance via consumerism of an
oppressive middle-class cis-heterosexual whiteness. Supermarket fruits are a metaphor for
identity, but also more than a metaphor: food delivery mechanisms are materially part of the
production of race, class, sexuality, and gender under global capitalism, governing when and
where people shop and determining myriad weekly patterns around cooking, diet, family structure,
and sociality. And yet, I argue, Wicomb also uses scenes of fruit-eating to defy scripts of
cisheteronormative romance and rigid racial/class categories inherited from the apartheid era;
fruit-eating also encodes potentially liberatory ways to identify, belong, and relate with others.
Wicomb thus foregrounds the role of a globalized food regime in extending normativity and social
inequality, but simultaneously uses the idiom of tainted food to challenge the identity categories
and consumer tempos enforced by globalized capitalism, imagining other modes of being.
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Proposals – Panel 7
Discursive space-clearing
Session chair: Koni Benson

Thursday 18 November 2021
09:00 - 09:30

How we talk about Talk about food
Presenter: Desiree Lewis

09:30 - 10:00

Ethical Practices that enhance Food Security among African
Communities
Presenter: Simon Masiga

10:00 - 10:30

Towards understanding how big corporations in the grain industry
create the basis of an obesogenic environment that predisposes poor
women to Diabetes type 2
Presenter: Austin Pinkerton
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How we talk about Talk about food
Desiree Lewis
At a critical food studies symposium almost a decade ago, I discussed the need for “discursive
space-clearing” as we struggle to find new critical frameworks, registers and lexicons to explore
“food” in human and socio-cultural life. This need may be even more urgent in 2021, in the context
of the public health and resource panic that Covid-19 has generated. Today, the tyranny of socalled neo-Green Revolution practice and rhetoric is entrenching – in unprecedented way - a
global neo-liberal monopolizing of the world’s food resources and systems as well as the ways in
which we imagine human relationships to food. Food sovereignty and justice movements as well
as radical political economy continue to challenge corporate global food systems. Yet the cognitive
worlds in which these are rooted have become increasingly naturalized and omnipresent.
This presentation seeks to explore and deconstruct the ways in which food discourses in the public
domain have been “captured” by neo-liberal capitalist and commodity culture. I focus on three
important spheres: how food discourses normalize inequalities and binaries among humans and
between the human and the non-human; the normalising of “productivist” models of food
production; and the ubiquity of tropes and images of “excess” in popularized ways of imagining
human beings’ desirable relationships to food.
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Ethical Practices that enhance Food Security among African
Communities
Simon Masiga
Through poetry, story and image, I explore some of my heritage foods and the ways in which their
recipes reside and shift beyond ‘words on a page’. By its very definition, the word recipe implies a
formula and while their textual and published form offer multiple readings, defining the recipe as
simply a set of instructions in a published bound book (depending on who is telling the story) can
concretise the ways in which the replication of food is conceptualised. Published recipes are just
as much a form of knowledge production as any, allowing those in power to appropriate, exoticise,
reduce and take ownership of the food narratives of more marginalised communities. Rethinking
forms of recipe transmission beyond a mainstream published form disrupts and allows for complex
understandings of the ways in which heritage recipes change and adapt while remembering the
unwritten.
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Towards understanding how big corporations in the grain industry
create the basis of an obesogenic environment that predisposes poor
women to Diabetes type 2
Austin Pinkerton
Each year more South African women die from complications associated with type 2 diabetes than
any other medical condition. This condition is both treatable and preventable because a key cause
of this condition is an unhealthy lifestyle thanks to poor food choices and inactivity, which
eventually leads to obesity. Research shows that more money is spent in poor households on
starchy foods, namely: maize meal, brown bread, and rice. This implies that the grain value chain
monopolises the supply of starch-based foods to the poor and also exposes the innate reliance on
carbohydrate-based food as part of a cheap staple diet. Poignantly, the grain industry is required
alongside government to ensure food security in the country. While there is a significant body of
literature examining the effects of corporate strategies on food environments, health, nutrition, and
policy creation/implementation, the nature and extent of these dynamics is not well documented
in the South African context. This research study questions the role the grain industry plays in
driving the narrative around policies focused on healthy and nutritious food, obesity, and noncommunicable diseases. Through the theoretical lens of Corporate Political Activity (CPA), this
research takes a policy-centred approach to assess the extent to which the grain industry and
government in South Africa create the basis of an obesogenic environment that predisposes poor
women to developing type 2 diabetes. This lens is important in understanding the aetiology of
diabetes given that it encompasses the way large corporations and institutions shape government
policy in a way that favours the economic objectives of that cooperation or institution. This study
aims to understand how policies have both stimulated and maintained a diabetic foodway for those
in poverty. It specifically focuses on those policies that purport to address obesity and noncommunicable diseases while promoting food and nutrition.
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Food and identity-formation
Session chair: Lynn Mafofo

Thursday 18 November 2021
09:00 - 09:30

Food and Gender Relations in a Muslim inner-city in Accra, Ghana since
the 1980s?
Presenter: Charles Prempeh

09:30 - 10:00

Rastafari Foodways and Identity-construction in Zimbabwe
Presenter: Fortune Sibanda

10:00 - 10:30

Foodscapes and positioning of staple food in Africa: A case of youth
perceptions on maize consumption discourses in Cape Town
Presenter: Nandi H. Mhlongo
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Food and Gender Relations in a Muslim inner-city in Accra, Ghana
since the 1980s
Charles Prempeh
The goal of this paper is to analyse the cultural eating patterns and values, health beliefs, and
nutritional practices and how Muslims review their dietary practices in a Muslim inner-city of
Maamobi, Accra-Ghana. The paper assumes that food is particularly essential in forging complex
social ties. This function of food is framed around the fact that food is not just a substance that is
eaten for its nutritional values, but a culturally nuanced substance that speaks deeply embedded
socio-cultural and political issues. Thus, focusing on some common diets, meal patterns, special
occasions for the consumption of some meals, the role of food in society, and the therapeutic uses
of food, the paper sheds light on how the food cultures of Maamobi shape gender relations in the
community. The paper will pay particular attention to how men and women, including those who
are married, deploy food as a tool for communication to negotiate their identity, press home their
needs, and express conjugal love. More importantly, I will explore how women in particular use
food to circumvent patriarchal beliefs and practices around food. Finally, my paper will discuss how
women use food to stage their presence and participate in the performance of religious rituals. In
all this, deploying the tools of ethnographic research techniques of in-depth interviews with
residents in the community and theories of food pathways, my paper will contribute to the growing
literature on food cultures in Africa and across the world.
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Rastafari Foodways and Identity-construction in Zimbabwe
Fortune Sibanda
The cultivation, preparation and consumption of food are useful in creating identity claims. What
we eat, how we eat, when we eat, and with whom we eat varies across group, spatial and temporal
dimensions. This paper focuses on Rastafari Ital (vital) foodways and the necessity of detoxification
of African bodies. By mainly using the Nyahbinghi Rastafari communities in Zimbabwe, it is argued
that Rastafari Ital foodways are ‘edible identities’ that are organic, healthy and nourishing for
humanity pertaining to their cultivation, preparation and consumption. The research established
that Rastafari regard the use of GMOs as foods that are widely considered to constitute toxic waste
and “Babylon” products, which threaten the purity of African bodies and African identity. The study
was informed by the Afrocentric theory. The study concludes that Rastafarians are guided by the
philosophy which says that ‘you are what you eat’ and they have used it to chant down the use of
GMO foods that impact heavily not only on the African bodies, but also nature-friendly ideals and
food sovereignty in postcolonial Zimbabwe.
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Foodscapes and positioning of staple food in Africa: A case of youth
perceptions on maize consumption discourses in Cape Town
Nandi Hlengiwe Mhlongo
Staple food has been a part of food consumption discourses for a long time. They make up the
dominant part of the world’s diet as they are eaten regularly. Due to globalization, some staple
foods have become popular on global markets and restaurants. These include staples such as
potatoes, rice and flour products dominating restaurants and supermarket delicatessens. However,
maize meals are scarce in South African restaurants and supermarket delicatessens. This is despite
that maize products are consumed by most Africans. Research relating to food consumption
discourses has largely focused on healthy consumptions, food security, fast-food consumptions
and eating practices relating to lifestyle choices. Thus, there is a gap in research on staple food
consumption discourses. This research aims to investigate how the maize meals and products are
positioned in a few selected food foodscapes in a multicultural South Africa including looking at
the kind of semiotics and discourses that are used to label and advertise maize and its meals in
South African foodscapes. It seeks to investigate the youth’s perceptions on maize products as
staple food and its discourses on the market. The research will follow a qualitative research design
with document analysis and virtual stimulus-text interviews as data collection methods. The data
sample will be selected using the purposive sampling method to enable the selection of
participants based on their ability to elucidate consumption discourses around maize products and
meals. The document analysis will look at the selected TV advertisements from YouTube and the
stimulus-text interviews will be carried out online platforms. The study will use a Critical
Multisemiotic Discourse Analysis as the theoretical framework to analyse the data. It will further
discuss the implication of the performed identities and ideologies found in these discourses and
youth narratives on the consumption practices and staple food positioning in Africa.
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Food in/and social history
Session chair: Tinashe Kanosvamhira

Thursday 18 November 2021
11:00 - 11:30

Promoting eco-feminism in food security research during the COVID-19
pandemic: Insights from a co-research collaboration in Cape Town,
South Africa
Presenter: Haidee Swanby, Nicole Paganini, Nomonde Buthelezi &
Sanelisiwe Nyaba

11:30 - 12:00

The influence of indigenous food practices on children's
developmental outcomes: A participatory exploration with caregivers in
a rural community in KwaZulu Natal
Presenter: Ayanda Tshazi

12:00 - 12:30

The slow violence of child malnutrition: Gauging progress / a process
of engagement
Presenter: Lori Lake
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Promoting eco-feminism in food security research during the COVID19 pandemic: Insights from a co-research collaboration in Cape Town,
South Africa
Haidee Swanby, Nicole Paganini, Nomonde Buthelezi & Sanelisiwe Nyaba
This paper reports on the process of co-research on household food security during the pandemic,
selected findings from marginalized communities in four neighborhoods of the Cape Flats, and
reflections on the co-research process from the perspectives of co-researchers, the project
coordinator, and the project funder. Community members from the Cape Flats and five postgraduate students from a Berlin-based institute conceptualized this study and it was steered by
community researchers and project partners. Because of the participatory approach employed
during the research process (co-research), this paper highlights important aspects of the
methodology, particularly joint contextualization and sense making of findings led by community
researchers who placed results in the context of their lived experiences. Household food insecurity
is significantly shaped by intersectionality; the consequences of this intersectionality affect the
roles women play in the food system. During contextualization of results, study team members
created three visions for a post-COVID-19 scenario, one of which is discussed in detail in this paper:
de-stigmatisation of hunger through political discourse, especially involving women.
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The Influence of Indigenous Food Practices on Children’s
Developmental Outcomes: A Participatory Exploration with
Caregivers in a Rural Community in KwaZulu Natal
Ayanda Tshazi
Childhood malnutrition has been found to lead to negative health and developmental outcomes
for affected children, including both physical and cognitive development. Government and society
rely on cultural values to influence nurturing behaviours from those who control resources within
the home for children to benefit. Indigenous knowledge thus becomes useful for both
governments and communities seeking to address systemic child hunger in communities.
Indigenous food cultures determine children’s access to food within the home. To understand how
families view and address children’s nutrition needs, it is important to examine food practices in the
home. Thus, this study sought to understand cultural food practices and their role in determining
nutrition outcomes of children in impoverished rural communities in KwaZulu-Natal. The main aim
is to investigate how parents and caregivers understand the influence of food practices on
children’s developmental and health outcomes and how their understanding influence decisionmaking regarding food for children in the home. The study used participatory visual methods to
explore questions concerning existing food practices in their homes, food knowledges they impart
to children; how these influence wellbeing and ways to improve practices for better outcomes for
their grandchildren and themselves. Preliminary findings reveal the dualities within the women’s
perceptions of themselves as young children and the children of today as well as anxieties
regarding the fast-paced changes in lifestyles and food practices heralded by modernity and their
waning influence as grandmothers. Persistent sexualization of foods as pertaining to girls and
young women results in their constant policing from pre-pubescence onwards and related to
concerns about the disproportionate burden of poverty on women. The study undoubtedly
contributes to discussions on the dynamic indigenous food knowledge and practices, identity
integration and modernity which will be further discussed in this paper.
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The slow violence of child malnutrition: Gauging progress / a process
of engagement
Lori Lake
The South African Child Gauge is published by the Children’s Institute, University of Cape Town and
provides an annual review of the status of South Africa’s children to inform evidence-based policy
and programmes. The 2020 issue draws attention to the slow violence of child malnutrition and
identifies critical points for intervention across the life course in order to address the double burden
of nutrition, and enhance children’s health, education and employment prospects. While readers
tend to focus on the book as a product, this presentation reflects on the Gauge as a process of
engagement – from the initial roundtable through to the high-profile launch, media strategy and a
series of policy dialogues – that has enabled us to interrogate children’s food and nutrition security
from an interdisciplinary and intersectoral perspective; forge new insights and partnerships;
refresh, reframe and reenergise national dialogue and debate; and position children at the heart of
the food system. The presentation raises questions about how to ensure research findings on food
and children that transcend the disciplinary boundaries and the confines of the academy to actively
intervene in public debates and policy making.
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Humanising food justice politics
Session chair: Carmine Rustin

Thursday 18 November 2021
11:00 - 11:30

Understanding food-related health behaviour: an ethnographic study
investigating the management of non-communicable diseases through
the use of food by residents of Langa, Cape Town
Presenter: Zonke Khanyi Mjekula

11:30 - 12:00

Farm bank: The Leveraging of Capital on a Limpopo Citrus Farm
Presenter: Gabe Vermeulen & Safiyya Goga

12:00 - 12:30

The vanilla Bubble of 2003/4: How Neo-Liberal Policy Changed The
Production of the World's Favourite Flavour
Presenter/s: Julian May & Myriam Velia
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Understanding food-related health behaviour: an ethnographic
study investigating the management of non-communicable diseases
through the use of food by residents of Langa, Cape Town
Zonke Khanyi Mjekula
University of the Western Cape, South Africa

South Africa has reported an alarming high prevalence of non-communicable diseases over the
years, and the Western Cape is one of the provinces reporting the highest mortality rate from noncommunicable diseases. A significant number of studies have, however, indicated that low-income
communities are disproportionately affected by this. In this paper I employ a specific focus on
nutrition as a trigger for the development of NCDs. In this paper I aim to understand how people
living with non-communicable diseases, in the predominantly low-income township of Langa make
choices with regards to their food consumption, in light of their health. The aim is to understand the
‘how’ and ‘why’ to certain nutrition decisions and preferences. I will be conducting an ethnographic
study in which I will make use of interviews, participant observation and observations as my
research methods.
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Farm bank: The Leveraging of Capital on a Limpopo Citrus Farm
Gabe Vermeulen & Safiyya Goga
University of Pretoria, South Africa

This paper (presentation?) discusses the use of a so-called ‘farm bank’ by workers on a Limpopo
citrus farm to leverage power. Farm bank is a financial initiative started by the owner but controlled
by the employees that provides loans. Conceptually it can be understood as a bridge between the
formal managerial structures of the farm, and the traditional paternalistic structures found. The
paper illustrates how specific workers use farm bank to exercise power over others who might
have less social capital in the paternalistic structures but more in the formal structures. This
leveraging of monetary capital illustrates new strategies of survival and control in a context where
two distinct logics of power and influence are competing. The findings of the paper are based on
data collected during fieldwork for an MA dissertation and are based on observation and semistructured interviews conducted in 2021.
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The vanilla Bubble of 2003/4: How Neo-Liberal Policy Changed The
Production of the World's Favourite Flavour
Julian May & Myriam Velia
Vanilla is one of the most widely used flavourings in food production accounting for a world trade
of $500 million. Vanillin, the chemical that gives the cured vanilla bean its characteristic taste and
aroma, is flavour in its own right and used as a flavour enhancer for many processed foods,
including in the multi-billion dollar trade in sugary beverages. Traditionally, natural vanilla has been
a crop grown by small producers in some of the most under-developed regions of the world which
becomes an ingredient in iconic commodities such as ice cream, Coca Cola and expensive
perfume. Although an inexpensive synthetic alternative can be readily substituted for natural
vanilla, the latter continues to play an important role in the $16 billion per annum flavours and
fragrances industry. The market for natural vanilla is subject to price shocks with sudden price
increases followed by long episodes of low prices. In the boom of 2002-04, prices for cured vanilla
beans rose from $21/kg in 1997 to an alleged $600/kg in late 2003 and early 2004, before
plummeting to $25/kg in 2006. As with other tropical agricultural commodities, trade liberalisation
policies, economic integration and industry restructuring played a role in these fluctuations, while
the consequences were felt in countries as diverse as Uganda, Papua New Guinea, and Tahiti. After
providing an overview of the vanilla trade, the paper analyses the causes and consequences of the
vanilla bubble of 2003/4.
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Local worlds/Global foodways and foodscapes
Session chair: Evans Anyona Ondigi

Thursday 18 November 2021
14:30 - 15:00

Disparity to Parity to Solidarity: How Agrarian Movements Resist
Corporate Capture in the “Capitalocene”
Presenter/s: Daljit Soni, Garrett Graddy-Lovelace, Veronica
Limeberry & Indra Shekhar Singh

15:00 - 15:30

South's Africa's Hospitality industry is in distress. The economic impact
of Covid 19 lockdown regulations on restaurants in Durban, South Africa
Presenter: Sheetal Bhoola

15:30 - 16:00

The South African milk tart: Beyond indigenization
Presenter: Rachel Botes
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Disparity to Parity to Solidarity: How Agrarian Movements Resist
Corporate Capture in the “Capitalocene”
Daljit Soni, Garrett Graddy-Lovelace, Veronica Limeberry & Indra Shekhar Singh
The pandemic reminded us that we share not only the air we breathe but also a food system ripe
for structural transformation. Global supply breakdowns illuminated crises of food production and
access, showing that an honest discussion of our food system requires critical analysis of racial
agro-capitalism, from slavery and colonization onward. These systems are tied to assumptions of
an “anthropocene,” coined by geologists to mark the onset of ecological destruction caused by the
overbroad category of “humanity.” The Anthropocene is inherently racialized and mandates deeper
analysis that probes the past and the present of colonial capitalism. Dominant food discourses
benefit from an accurate history of modern property ownership, the development of agricultural
empire and its contribution to the current climate crisis. This article will illustrate how the postcolonial ecocidal “green revolution” led to a global crisis of overproduction, crop dumping and
subsidy inequities. The related musical contributions amplify the stories of international alliance
building within the Indian Farmers Revolution. Whether it is supply management policies or the
legalization of a minimum support price, the voices of agrarian resistance are fundamental.
Pioneering advocates such as La Via Campesina and the Disparity to Parity coalition are examples
of organizing to combat the ills of conventional agriculture. We elucidate the expansive nature of
racial agro-capitalism through today’s corporate capture of global governance in Africa and how
this threatens food sovereignty. We raise similar questions about disempowerment in the planning
and implementation of the U.N. Food Systems Summit. Through exploring the “Capitalocene” as a
response to the Anthropocene concept, this article proposes a path rooted in the cosmovisions of
Indigenous and African diaspora communities, and those leading agrarian resistance. Burgeoning
social movements in multiple parts of the world have regenerative potential to inspire a transitional
antidote from the Anthropocene to the Agroecocene.
.
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South's Africa's Hospitality industry is in distress. The economic
impact of Covid 19 lockdown regulations on restaurants in Durban,
South Africa
Sheetal Bhoola
Before the global pandemic of Covid-19, South Africa's hospitality industry contributed effectively
to the country's local and global economy. The hospitality industry has become crucial to Durban’s
tourism industry as the city has been marketed as a destination that can please the culinary tourist.
The city has engaged in aggressive and sustainable marketing of the wide variety of cuisines it has
to offer tourists, particularly Durban Indian Cuisine, which has become renowned through the
advent and advertising of the "bunny chow". The city is home to several restaurants that specialise
in a wide variety of cuisines. This study investigates the economic impact of the lockdown
regulations on restaurants in Umhlanga, Durban. Regulations such as temporary closure of
restaurants at levels five and four, minimised operating hours, the alcohol ban, and social distancing
regulations have all imposed unexpected financial challenges for restauranteurs. This qualitative
study based on 12 interviews evaluates the economic impact of the lockdown period for a year
from March 2020 to July 2021. Data reveals that even well-established restaurants in Umhlanga
experienced substantial financial loss resulting in employees being dismissed and their premises
being temporarily closed.
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The South African milk tart: Beyond indigenization
Rachel Botes
Questions of identity, belonging and heritage arise at the intersection of food and history. Food
shapes time and place, facilitates social interaction and reveals aspects of gender, culture and
other everyday practices. Likewise, South Africa’s fragmented and chequered history is reflected
in our diverse attitudes towards food. As an artefact of food culture, the South African milk tart
(melktert) points toward many of these intangible attributes as it developed over centuries. It was
indigenized to become part of our everyday life and grew into a symbol for identity, memory and
communication. In a thematic analysis this paper investigates these unseen components as
symbolic attributions of the milk tart that surpass food’s purpose of nourishment and, in so doing,
transcend the recipe and the physical artefact. It considers factors that are vital components of
food culture that ultimately contribute to social, cultural and ritual activity in people’s lives. These
associations manifest strongly in the latter half of the twentieth and in the twenty-first century as
metaphoric connotations with aspects that include political affairs, the narratives presented by, or
about, individuals and the collective associations with, and accounts of, communities.
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Food/Aesthetics/Politics
Session chair: Jonathan Jodamus

Thursday 18 November 2021
14:30 - 15:00

Food, symbolism, political change, and gendered identities in
Zimbabwean Politics: From Mama Grace’s ice cream to Amai
Mnangagwa’s traditional meals
Presenter: Tinashe Mawere

15:00 - 15:30

A Culinary Biography of Dora Sithole: Identity, Heritage, Memory and
Flavours
Presenter/s: Vasu Reddy & Lebo Moletsane

15:30 - 16:00

Serious Fun: Food for Thought
Presenter/s: Rike Sitas & Gareth Haysom
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Food, symbolism, political change, and gendered identities in
Zimbabwean Politics: From Mama Grace’s ice cream to Amai
Mnangagwa’s traditional meals
Tinashe Mawere
This work provokes deeper inquiries into the centrality of food, food substances, food and the
spectacular, and ways of and the sub-texts of promoting, serving and consuming food, as well as
the ways of imagining food in Zimbabwean politics and nation-building. Globally, food has become
an increasingly contested site for (re)thinking about power, imagi/nations, re/distribution, access,
and agency. In Zimbabwe, as elsewhere, food has been associated with the metaphoric and
symbolic, going beyond its physical presence, distribution, and consumption. This work focuses on
the symbolic, cultural, and political significance of the ice cream served by ‘Mama’ Grace Mugabe,
(Zimbabwe’s former First Lady) during rallies and the traditional dishes being promoted by
Zimbabwe’s current First Lady, ‘Amai’ Auxillia Mnangagwa. The acceptances and rejections of the
ice cream, and Mama’s love, care, visibility, and naturalized role in the nation was a call for ‘new
dishes’ and graphically reflected the emergent factions within Zanu-PF and also helped to widen
them. To this extent, food, and specifically, the ice cream, acted as an agent of change leading to
the ‘new dispensation’ led by Emmerson Mnangagwa. In the ‘new dispensation’, food (traditional
dishes) is being promoted by Amai Mnangagwa in narratives and performatives not only of
(m)otherhood, but also that invoke national identities, healthy bodies and at the same time
consolidating Mnangagwa’s rule. The traditional dishes speak to the restoration of national
identities and healthy bodies, appropriating the military coup’s, ‘Operation restore order’ that ended
Robert Mugabe’s ‘poisonous’ rule and brought in Emmerson Mnangagwa as president. My analysis
is informed by post-colonial feminist scholars and critical food studies that see food as discourse.
I employ critical discourse analysis to demonstrate how food as metaphor and symbol, has sprung
as an agent and vehicle of political imaginations, national imaginations, and gendered identities as
well as their (re)production.
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A Culinary Biography of Dora Sithole: Identity, Heritage, Memory and
Flavours
Vasu Reddy & Lebo Moletsane
As the first black food writer, Dora Sithole is an iconic figure in the South (African) culinary
landscape. A pioneer in popularizing tradition and contemporary African cooking and cuisine for
over four decades (and at the risk of essentializing her), she stands out as a notable figure in South
African culinary history pre-apartheid and beyond. A celebrated food writer, magazine editor (Drum
& True Love), food stylist, recipe developer and a trained Cordon Bleu chef, she was born on 24
September 1953 in Soweto and died on 3 January 2020.
Beyond several co-authored books, her notable cookbooks are Recipes with a Touch of Africa
(1994), Cape to Cairo, a Taste of Africa (1999) which was followed by its sequel Cooking from Cape
to Cairo (2009). In the year of her death, Dora Sithole: 40 Years of Iconic Food was published to
critical acclaim, a text providing a glimpse into her life through food.
Sithole was also to a large extent a food influencer. By the latter we mean that she was immensely
influential in taking food and meals enjoyed by working and middle-class Black households, and
she elevated and celebrated it by showcasing it on the various platforms available to her. “When
people spoke of South African food, it was never really food eaten in Black or township homes. We
would hear about bobotie, melktert and koeksisters, but there was never any morogo or amabele,”
Sithole says, referring to the curried mince dish, milk tart and sugary plaits that were given
preference over wild spinach and sorghum.
If food illuminates broad societal processes such as political-economic value-creation, symbolic
value-creation, and the social construction of memory, we motivate that in Sithole’s culinary work
the focus also falls on the senses as gustemology (the cultural issues surrounding food) via
recourse to heritage, memory and flavours. In this presentation, using Sithole’s cookbooks (and
recipes), we present a descriptive and analytical exposition of her life as a legendary culinary figure
in South Africa and by so doing, analyse the kind of pan-African foodways she developed.
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Serious Fun: Food for Thought
Rike Sitas & Gareth Haysom
Drawing on an urban research experiment and collaboration between food researchers at the
African Centre for Cities, and arts organisation, dala, this paper explores the role of artful games in
urban food security research. Food for Thought developed out of a desire to explore creative ways
of engaging food security in a context struggling with food insecurity. Using arts and humanitiesbased research, the purpose of the experiment was to engage different constituencies in an
interactive way to unpack the food system in unequal societies, in this case Cape Town. What the
game enabled was a mirror, reflecting the nuances of the food system in a real and almost
immediate way that more traditional forms of research may be less able to do.
The paper starts firstly, by introducing arts and humanities-based research, particularly providing
a background on serious games arguing that they provide less risky spaces for intellectual
exploration (Abt, 1970) and civic engagement (Philippi & College, 2014). Secondly, it provides a
theoretical and contextual background to food security, particularly in Cape Town (Battersby, 2011).
Thirdly, the paper introduces the Food for Thought experiment, reflecting on how the game
revealed how a public and interactive experiment revealed dietary diversity discounting, the
emotive choice, the preference for certain traditional foods, the inequality within the food system,
the fact that the system was a great deal more than just the food on display. Finally, the paper
reflects on the role of creative research tactics in urban studies, arguing that artful games render
the political dimensions of decision-making immediately visible in different ways to other forms of
research (Pinder, 2005; Sitas, 2020; Sitas & Pieterse, 2013).
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Food and identity-formation
Session chair: Heather Thuynsma

Friday 19 November 2021
09:00 - 09:30

Black gay men’s status consumption of food as a construction of
identities in South Africa: a literature review (2000-2020).
Presenter: Brian Sibeko

09:30 - 10:00

Narratives of Identity and Belonging: Place and the everyday food
practices of immigrant, Muslim, women living in Fordsburg,
Johannesburg
Presenter: Safia Bobat

10:00 - 10:30

Food consumption practices and social identity construction in South
African soapies: A semiotic remediation discourse analysis of Skeem
Saam
Presenter: Nokukhanya P. Ndlovu
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Black gay men’s status consumption of food as a construction of
identities in South Africa: a literature review (2000-2020).
Brian Sibeko
Available literature indicates that the desire to seek and signal one’s prestige and status in society
is notable, especially for people who belong to or identify with a marginalised, stigmatised, or lowstatus group. Notably, these groups engage in status consumption to affirm and enhance their
identity in society. This is especially the case for Black gay men who continue to be discriminated,
marginalised, and oppressed in society. Predicted on the social identity theory, this study
conducted a systematic literature review which was guided by the PRISM Framework to address
the following research question: What is the nature of South African Black gay men's status
consumption of food in the context of identity construction? The inclusionary criteria of this study
yielded 121 qualitative and quantitative studies which were conducted across the world between
the year 2000 and 2020. The findings from the literature that was included in this systematic
literature review affirm that gay men are status-conscious consumers who engage in status
consumption to construct their identities. The literature also suggests that they engage in this
consumption habit to build a positive social identity and consequently counter the homophobia
they experience in society. However, these findings also indicate a need for more research that will
explore this consumption habit in the context of food since existing studies on the status
consumption of food focused on the general population without giving any attention to how gay
men, particularly Black gay men, engage in the status consumption of food to construct and
maintain their identities. Of the studies that focused on gay consumption, none has focused on
food. Rather, their focus is on gay people’s status consumption of luxury products such as cars,
leisure travel, branded clothing, and gadgets.
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Narratives of Identity and Belonging: Place and everyday food
practices of immigrant, Muslim, women living in Fordsburg,
Johannesburg.
Safia Bobat
Food and food practices are used as a lens to access the narratives of identity constructed by
Muslim, immigrant women living in Fordsburg, a space renowned for its many eating places and
street food culture. Fordsburg, affectionately known as ‘Foodsburg’ to locals, has played host to
many diverse communities in its history and has been visibly influenced by these communities. The
reciprocal impact of person on place and place on person is highlighted through the purposeful
selection of Fordsburg as a geographic site of enquiry. A series of interviews have been conducted
and a number of photographs taken by participants of food and food shops in Fordsburg have been
collected. Some of this material will be presented in connection with the theme of eating and food
buying practices in relation to identity-construction.
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Food consumption practices and social identity construction in South
African soapies: A semiotic remediation discourse analysis of Skeem
Saam
Nokukhanya P. Ndlovu
Soap operas are multifunctional resources, they serve as entertainment, representation of the
society and somewhat educate the society. Through the soap operas the lived experiences of
people are told, and the viewers are enlightened of the narratives of people. However, at the same
time soap operas enhance or influence and somehow challenge the perspectives of the audience
in relation to identity and identity performance. Storytelling involves telling or rather portraying the
lived experiences of people. Furthermore, the soap operas are a representation of the society. In
other words, lived experiences are reacted and repurposed and mirror the reality. Thus, this study
focuses on Skeem Saam, a South African soap opera aiming to reveal the kind of food related
semiotics that are compiled in recreating the social identities and life of the South African society
and the implications of such performances to the broader society and food consumption practices.
It will use the qualitative method for an interpretive analysis and aims to answer the research
questions using the semiotic remediation discourse analysis as the theoretical framework.
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Food and identity-formation
Session chair: Relebohile Moletsane

Friday 19 November 2021
09:00 - 09:30

The edible woman: Ethnolinguistic reflections on names of Kiganda
food
Presenter: Sarah Nakijoba

09:30 - 10:00

If Meat be the Food of Love, Play on: An Appraisal of the Assamese
Movie 'Aamis’
Presenter: Aparna Ajith

10:00 - 10:30

Mass and Social Media, Food and Navigating “Being Black and Middle
Class” in South Africa
Presenter: Pamella Gysman
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The edible woman: Ethnolinguistic reflections on names of Kiganda
food
Sarah Nakijoba
In Luganda, there are certain linguistic expressions used in reference to food types but which
metaphorically portray a woman as an edible entity. For example, the form mboona literally
describes a healthy and yellow-ripe mango, but it has been semantically broadened to refer to a
girl or a (young) woman with a glow of beauty that is irresistibly attractive. Preliminary findings
indicate that many of these expressions are gender sensitive, and as such, feminine forms such as
mboona cannot be processed in reference to a boy (young) man with similar attributes. Using
Luganda spoken conversations which were obtained from conversational interviews and focus
group discussions in 2020, the study interrogates the gender-based relationship between food and
body image. It analyses the pragmatics of a selected sample of food names and descriptions used
in reference to women with the aim of unearthing their underlying inferential interpretations. In
addition, the study attempts to explain the role of language in creating emotional awareness on
the value of food and how this converts into people’s urge to preserve food and lessen the dangers
of its extinction. The analysis will be informed by Sperber and Wilson’s (1995) relevance-theoretic
notion of inferential processing.
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If Meat be the Food of Love, Play on: An Appraisal of the Assamese
Movie ‘Aamis’
Aparna Ajith
Cinema plays a quintessential role in the daily life of an ordinary human being. Film as a multidimensional medium, with great potential to inform and educate has extensive power to play with
a man’s psychology. Being the cultural artifact of human life, it has carved a niche of its own by
depicting the eternal verities which are universal in nature. It has become the rich heritage of man
and we see the recordation of the heartbeats of the entire human race in celluloid form. The paper
endeavors to give a glimpse of the rare emotional connection over food between an unusual pair,
separated by age and morality, through the movie ‘Aamis’ (Ravening) released in 2019. This Indian
Assamese-language feature film by the national award-winning director, Bhaskar Hazarika narrates
the story of a married paediatrician cum mother who develops an unusual bond with a younger
Anthropology student doing Ph.D. in the meat-eating traditions of north-east India. The characters,
Dr. Nirmali Saikia and Sumon Baruah meet quite accidentally and incidentally but their platonic love
flourishes within no time for their insatiable appetite for meat. They are consumed by the love for
food and they are united by their love for the forbidden. They have not even touched each other
by mistake and all their conversations revolve in, around, and within the exuberances of food items
especially meat dishes. Their meat attachment goes beyond the definition of blind love and they
share a piece of each other to connect to each other. ‘Aamis’ in the Assamese language alludes to
meat and here, it acts as a metaphor for non-veg, sex, and lovemaking. Although Nirmali is a
married woman and Sumon is a young research scholar, they go for the forbidden in the pool of
glowing love. The dreadful and bizarre turn in ‘Aamis’ makes one feel that all is fair in the love for
food that transmutes all manmade entanglements.
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Mass and Social Media, Food and Navigating “Being Black and Middle
Class” in South Africa
Pamella Gysman
One of the most visible aspects of democracy in South Africa is the black middle class. Its tastes
and consumption patterns have been of long interest to both media and researchers; with
prevailing perceptions portraying a vapid, shallow and materialist group obsessed with status.
Based on a phenomenological exploration of black middle class’ negotiation of “self” and identity,
insights into food and black middle-class identity making on television or in the print media are
revealing, and such insights are even richer in social media. By discussing a variety of media
communication, especially social media, this paper reflects on how members of the black middleclass have used food narratives and messages about taste culinary skill or food knowledge to craft
empowering self-images in the face of deeply embedded racism in the South African culinary
scape. By focusing on patterns such as “eating without food”, “the cultured palate” (my terms) as
well as encoding and decoding, I draw attention to the complex ways in which black subjects
navigate classed and racialised words. By developing what seem to be unremarkable performative
acts related to eating, preparing and displaying food. Black subjects create “selves” that reveal
ingenuity and thoughtful knowledge about food, taste as well as the violent history underlying the
evolution of South Africa's food cultures.
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Food in/and social history
Session chair: Marshall Maposa

Friday 19 November 2021
11:00

- 11:30

Rhizome networks: Turmeric’s journey from haldi doodh to
turmeric latte
Presenter: G. Paleker

11:30

- 12:00

Pakkies aan Boetie
Presenter: Dominique Wnuczek-Lobaczewski
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Rhizome networks: Turmeric’s journey from haldi doodh to turmeric
latte
G. Paleker
Turmeric has a long history of use in South and Southeast Asia going back thousands of years. It’s
first known reference is found in the Atharva Veda, one of the four Vedic texts of Hinduism. In
Sanskrit alone it has over fifty synonyms based on its use in cuisine, cosmetics, folk medicine, as
dye and in Hindu cultural and religious rituals. It is variously known as the ‘golden spice’, ‘auspicious
spice’, or Indian saffron. It is the base spice in ‘curry’, central to marriage and religious rituals among
many Indian communities and a staple of folk medicine for conditions ranging from sore throats to
rheumatism and as antiseptic and antibiotic. Haldi doodh (turmeric milk) is a common folk remedy
for coughs, sore throats and related respiratory conditions. Turmeric, or haldi (its Hindi name) has
also entered the self-care and health foods discourse with curcumin supplements being readily
available in health shops and pharmacies. In the last few years it has also entered global popular
culture with the introduction of beverages such as turmeric latte, also known as haldi doodh.
Using Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of ‘rhizome thinking’ (1987), this paper explores the global
circulation of turmeric discourses as networks anchored in aspects of Vedic culture. In this framing,
the literal and metaphoric rhizome of curcuma longa is rooted in ancient Vedic culture but like the
rhizome, has sprouted a multiplicity of offshoots, connections and discourses. The paper argues
that this global circulation and sprouting of offshoots has imbricated turmeric in a globalised matrix
of discursive meanings and practices.
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Pakkies aan Boetie
Dominique Wnuczek-Lobaczewski
Food provides an interesting lens through which we can observe important local histories. This
inquiry provides a narrative on the experiences of white Afrikaner females during 1980 and 1990 in
South Africa through the lens of food. The Defence Amendment act of 1967 declared that every
white male is to complete compulsory military service, and between 1960 and 1991 an estimated
600 000 white South African men were conscripted into the SADF. The conscription of white males
had a profound impact on the experiences of white Afrikaner females in South Africa. Through a
narrative inquiry into a familial archive, I trace an unknown local history that finds itself situated in
the middle of the SADF’s campaign to a militarised South Africa. I contend that these stories of the
ordinary offer up an opportunity to consider themes of whiteness, gender and memory. The inquiry
identifies the role of Apartheid institutions such as the Dutch Reformed Church and SADF in the
rise of Afrikanerdom and the lives of Afrikaners between 1980 and 1990. After the compulsory
military service for white South African men ended in 1993, it became apparent to me that the
experiences of the Border War were mainly silenced. I therefore provide a look into the
photographs, objects of memory and practices of food making which speaks to the experiences of
white Afrikaner women during 1980 and 1990.
Pakkies aan Boetie considers shared stories of the mothers, sisters and wives of the “troepies”
(troops) who had been conscripted into the SADF. These experiences are outlived by letters and
photographs sent to the border from the women as a way of maintaining contact. The “Pakkies”
(packages) would contain letters and other durable snacks, such as “Troepekoekies” as gentle
reminders of home. These tokens taken from a familial archive echo the realities of Christian
mothers during Apartheid whose sons were conscripted into the military. As for the lives affected
by conscription into the SADF, it speaks to the trauma left in the aftermath of Apartheid. Pakkies
aan Boetie attempts to prompt questions of survived legacies from the contested militarised
Apartheid. Long past the reaches of freedom, these existing narratives remain as a memento mori
to the present. Through the lens of food, these roles should be addressed in a post-Apartheid South
Africa so that it may form a dialogue among all South Africans.
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Local Words/Global Food Ways
Session chair: Sheetal Bhoola

Friday 19 November 2021
11:00 - 11:30

The Fast Foods Promise of Uber Eats Adverts – A Critical Analysis
Presenter: Evans Anyona Ondigi

11:30 - 12:00

Good food in South Africa
Presenter/s: Shari Daya, Heeten Bhagat & Molly Anderson

12:00 - 12:30

Indigenous knowledge for processing of local flora to Desert delicacy:
Panchkutta
Presenter/s: Dheeraj Singh, M K Chaudhary, Chandan Kumar &
Aishwarya Dudi
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The Fast Foods Promise of Uber Eats Adverts – A Critical Analysis
Evans Anyona Ondigi
In this study, I seek to critically analyze the messages inherent in Uber Eats adverts, which typically
advertise fast-foods restaurants and the attendant allure of the foods therein. This is in the context
of a contemporary world, characterized by the influx of exotic restaurants and their exotic foods
and food practices. This study is important given that the indigenous or local foods and food
practices run the risk of increasingly being destroyed. I also argue that since food is cultural stuff,
the preponderance of these exotic foods and food practices implies some cultural change, which,
in turn, implies a threat to our economic, social and cultural wellbeing, as well as to our health.
While I am awake to the fact that culture is dynamic, and, therefore, that food and food practices
will inevitably be borrowed and replicated by others, across national and cultural boundaries, I
contend that a social group ought to be reflective, reflexive and critical in its borrowing. Thus, as a
scholar of critical food studies, I critically read into the exotic promise of fast foods and fast-food
practices in the (South) African context, as at least advertised by Uber Eats. Among the issues I will
be exploring in the Uber Eats adverts are consumerism, the insidious destruction of commensality,
the glorification of individualization and the increasing infestation of unhealthy foods into our
society. Thus, for querying the ‘promise’ of these foods as advertised to us, I describe my study as
a critical analysis.
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Good food in South Africa
Shari Daya, Heeten Bhagat & Molly Anderson
This exhibition presents the creative outputs from a 4-year research project exploring food
consumption and ethics in South African cities. Through a poster, an interactive exhibition of
postcards, and teatowels, we explore some of the intriguing and compelling ideas about food from
residents of Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg.
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Indigenous knowledge for processing of local flora to Desert
delicacy: Panchkutta
Dheeraj Singh, M K Chaudhary, Chandan Kumar & Aishwarya Dudi
Trans-generational knowledge transmission of food and food ingredients is inter-woven with
regular maintenance of healthy life, cultural legacy, and religious concepts of the ethnicities of the
land and have been the key to sustain a traditional food culture. Native communities of Thar Desert
of western India have adopted a unique indigenous knowledge system for environmental
conservation and sustainable management of these natural resources for food security. One of the
best examples is Panchkutta (combination of five), a preparation of mixed fruits from four very
common native trees/shrubs namely Kair (Capparis decidua), Kumat (Acacia senegal), Khejri
(Prosopis cineraria), Lasora (Cardia Myxa) and an annual creeper Kachri (Cucumis callosus). As arid
region has ample solar radiation for major part of year therefore, these five vegetables are primarily
processed, open sun dried and then different proportion of these vegetables is mixed for
Panchkutta preparation. Panchkutta is a readily available dish and source of all essential nutrients
available in every village of southern Rajasthan. It is a unique example of utilizing all available food
resources with the aim of ensuring year-round nutritional security and making use of some of the
ingredients which otherwise are non-palatable. It can be stored for a long time and consumed at
any time of year. Apart from its role as food it has many medicinal properties like blood purification,
digestive, antibiotic, antidiabetic and its consumption increase the resistance power of body. This
unique processed product is storehouse of all essential components of food like proteins,
carbohydrates, fibers, minerals and all essential nutrients. Owing to intense sunshine during most
of the year, sun-drying of these commodities is very common. Promoting the Panchkutta not only
enriches the indigenous food base but it is also needed for meeting the nutritional needs of the
population and ensure the sustainability of soil and environment.
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Local worlds/Global foodways and foodscapes
Session chair: Busi Alant

Friday 19 November 2021
14:30 - 15:00

Repositioning strategies of fast-foodscapes during the Covid 19
pandemic: A multisemiotic discourse analysis of Nandos, KFC and
Chicken Licken in South Africa
Presenter: Lynn Mafofo

15:00 - 15:30

Co-operation in action: CSA as a pathway towards localised food
systems
Presenter: Nicola Coundourakis

15:30 - 16:00

Precarious contexts of foodwork: Urban Zimbabwean women at the
frontline of political ecology struggles
Presenter: Michelle Masuku
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Repositioning strategies of fast-foodscapes during the Covid 19
pandemic: A multisemiotic discourse analysis of Nandos, KFC and
Chicken Licken in South Africa
Lynn Mafofo
Due to the corona virus pandemic, many businesses were affected. Just like any other countries in
the world, South Africa has been on and off different levels of lockdown. foodscapes such as small
retailers, supermarkets, fresh produce shops and hypermarkets were prioritised and remained
opened with restricted times and implementation of the pandemic safety rules. However, the
recreational centres and fast-foodscapes are among the most affected businesses in South Africa.
They have been asked to close their doors to the public several times and rely heavily on virtual
marketing strategies and interactions with their consumers to avoid super spreading hot spots.
Many stakeholders have been urging the government to reopen these outlets with restrictions.
Upon opening under strict lockdown rules, the fast foodscapes have creatively embraced the
interactional mass media, technologies and consumption strategies to market their food to their
customers. Looking at consumption discourses of selected fast-foodscapes such as Nandos, KFC
and Chicken Licken, this paper presents a multisemiotic discourse analysis to reveal how the
foodscapes have been rebranding and repositioning themselves to the consumers in lockdown.
It includes looking at the kinds of semiotic resources that are used to construct new discourses
and meanings in selling food to the consumers in different South African domains. The paper
further discusses the implication of such discourses on the repositioning of the foodscapes’ brands
in relation to the South African context and consumers during lockdown.
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Co-operation in action: CSA as a pathway towards localised food
systems
Nicola Coundourakis
This paper considers Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) as a model for localising food
systems, underpinned by co-operation. After contextualising CSA in the era of Covid-19 and other
systemic shocks and establishing an argument for CSA as a tangible alternative to the agriindustrial food system, the author will consider a series of successful CSA case studies and
conclude with some reflections on the applications of CSAs in a local setting.
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Precarious contexts of foodwork: Urban Zimbabwean women at the
frontline of political ecology struggles
Michelle Masuku
In sub-Saharan Africa, there has been a significant increase in on- and off-plot, urban and periurban agricultural activities, as residents of urban areas have increasingly found it difficult to afford
basic commodities and sustain an ‘urban lifestyle’. This rise in urban agriculture has also been
evident in Zimbabwe. With women often being responsible for the distribution of food within a
household, urban agriculture is mostly dominated by women. For women, urban agriculture has
become a source of social and economic empowerment as it provides alternative employment,
complementary income, and a means to expand their food sources. However, informal agriculture
in marginal urban spaces has constantly been seen as an unfavorable, ‘rural’ practice which
negatively affects aspects of urban living such as the health of urban residents and the aesthetic
of urban spaces. Many studies have focused on formal urban agriculture activities that make part
of the dominant foodways discourses. However, very little has been written on alternative
agricultural activities from the margins. Concentrating on three selected urban areas in Harare, the
key purpose of this research is to analyze and discuss the contributions women make through
agricultural activities and strategies thereof in marginal urban landscapes by the highlighting their
agencies and unique characteristics. This includes looking at the challenges women face in such
precarious foodwork contexts in Zimbabwe. The study will use qualitative research methods for
data collection such as document analysis, semi-structured individual and focus group interviews
and participant observation. The study will adopt the feminist political ecology, standpoint feminist
theory and indigenous knowledge systems as the theoretical framework to analyze the data. This
study will contribute to bridging knowledge gaps regarding the sustainability, impact of, and
contribution made by women-led marginal urban agriculture. Furthermore, this research will
contribute to the body of knowledge that could be used in the reformulation of urban agricultural
policies in Zimbabwe.
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Food/Aesthetics/Politics
Session chair: Marie-Heleen Coetzee

Friday 19 November 2021
14:30 - 15:00

Exist to resist- resist to exist. Cape indigeneity: herb, fruit, land and
people.
Presenter: Monique Tamara (van Vuuren)

15:00 - 15:30

Tasty type. Insights into the sensorial function(s) of type.
Presenter: Kyle Rath
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PROPOSALS – PANEL 18

Proposals – Panel 18

Exist to resist- resist to exist. Cape indigeneity: herb, fruit, land and
people.
Monique Tamara (van Vuuren)
Centred on Nick Estes’ (2019) conception that “[n]ative people remain barriers to capitalist
development, their bodies needed to be removed — both from beneath and atop the soil — and
therefore eliminating their rightful relationship with the land”. Exploring the 2020 peaceful
occupation of Hoerikwaggo/Table Mountain, First-Nation identity reclamation, Cape Gooseberry,
Cape Fig, and Cape Wild Garlic, and the notion that veganism is ‘Un-African’ a visual narrative,
decolonialial eco-feminist offering framed under three macro themes:
•

Eating and food-buying practices in relation to identity-construction and symbolic capital

•

Food as metaphor and symbol

•

Indigenous knowledges and practice and food
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Tasty type. Insights into the sensorial function(s) of type.
Kyle Rath
Typography is, as Lupton famously put it, ‘what language looks like’. Situated within the realm of
visual communication design, the very term ‘typographic’ (type and graphic) suggests a strong
connection to imagery. It is therefore certainly the case that typographic design, at least in the west,
is predominantly ocularcentric; we ‘look’ at typography and, as designers, are taught to create,
almost exclusively, for the visual.
Relatively recent studies have, however, suggested that type is communicative in an altogether
different capacity. That is, as graphic forms, letterforms are innately visual; however, they can also
communicate across senses and trigger within us visceral, multisensory responses. In the context
of this paper, I am particularly interested in innovative work on the synaesthetic aspect of taste as
it relates to type; the ‘taste of typefaces’ as it were. Discourse in this field suggests that the shape
of different letterforms register as sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami based on a biological
reaction in our amygdala – a phenomenon known as contour bias.
While I find this work immensely useful to design – in branding, advertising and packaging design
in particular – in this paper I propose that taking a purely intuitive or ‘biological’ view of sensory
type is perhaps limiting. That is, I follow Howes’ and Ong’s suggestion that sensory studies must,
at least to some degree, involve a cultural approach to the senses by foregrounding sensation in
experientiality. Following existing research, while curved and angular typefaces may indeed
register as ‘sweet’ and ‘bitter’ respectively, it is my view that this is not only because they activate
our contour bias, but the entire sensory apparatus as an operational complex. That a multimodal
reading of a typeface has as much to do with our intuitive as well as experiential engagement with
its letterforms.
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Poster Presentations
Wednesday 17 November 2021 - Friday 19 November 2021
Globalisation and food positioning semiotics: Halaal foodaccess and
perceptions among Muslims in Cape Town
Presenter: Ammaarah Seboa
Supermarket Cultures and Politics: A Comparison of Two Cape Town
Supermarkets
Presenter: Limpho Makapela
The Effect of Food Gardens on Household Food and Nutrition Security
in Ulundi Local Municipality, Zululand District, KwaZulu-Natal.
Presenter: Sanele Shange
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Globalisation and food positioning semiotics: Halaal food
access and perceptions among Muslims in Cape Town
Ammaarah Seboa
Foodscapes are over-flowing with food products from different countries, as globalisation and
marketization promotes the mobility of humans and goods. However, accessing food in
foodscapes can be challenging to Muslims who are obligated to only eat halaal food according to
the Islamic religious beliefs, and due to cultural flows influencing food positioning practices in
global foodscapes, different dietary brands are created to promote health and social lifestyles. In
some cases, the halaal brand is extended to foods that do not qualify to be labeled as such. The
politics of food security and the commodification of halaal brand as part of food semiotics that are
circulating widely in foodscapes can be confusing to Muslims, thus to an extent they have to
continuously ask how certain foods are deemed halaal for their consumption. This study will use
qualitative research methods to collect data such as document analysis, observations and stimulus
interviews try to understand the concepts of halaal and haram including how the Muslims in Cape
Town perceive these concepts by drawing on their experiences in their encounters with food in
differed globalised foodscapes. It will investigate the kinds of semiotics that are attached to halaal
food and the Muslims’ perceptions on these semiotics of food positioning, branding and
consumption. Using a critical multisemiotic discourse analysis, the study seeks to divulge the
semiotic complexities and experiences around accessing and consuming halaal food among
Muslims in Cape Town and implications thereof. This study will add onto the literature both in food
studies, and in the language and communication field.
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Supermarket Cultures and Politics: A Semiotic Comparison of Two
Cape Town Supermarkets
Limpho Makapela
This paper explores how two supermarkets in Cape Town, the Spar in Seapoint and Balmoral, an
independent grocery store, compare in terms of what products they sell, how they market these,
and how customers experience their shopping and create a sense of identity within supermarket
spaces. The study will focus on how geographical space influences the supermarkets’ targeted
demographic, and what (cultural) food tastes they cater to and promote. The paper will also look
at the how certain supermarket environments influence how customers navigate in these spaces,
and how marketing material informs customer decisions, their relationships with food and their
overall “food-based identities”. The two supermarkets that will be explored is Balmoral
supermarket, a third-generation family-owned fruit, vegetable, and grocery store located in
Woodstock, first established in 1954. The second supermarket is a franchise, SPAR, recognised
nationwide, established in 1963. I will focus especially on a particular branch, namely Seapoint,
since the franchise caters for different client interests in different geo-political areas. Using a
combination of ethnography and discourse analysis, this study will closely analyse and explore
how the ethos of these supermarkets affects and is affected by consumers’ class, racial,
educational, and gendered status, their cultural values, and their social aspirations.
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The Effect of Food Gardens on Household Food and Nutrition Security
in Ulundi Local Municipality, Zululand District, KwaZulu-Natal.
Sanele Shange
The government of Zululand district has long been failing to increase food security and to reduce
poverty and malnutrition. In this case, food garden can play an important role in providing the
further improve the quality of food supply and increase diversity of food to some extent. The study
on food gardens was carried out in Kwazulu-Natal at the rural area of Ulundi (Zululand Municipality)
within two wards which was ward 19 and 30, during the year 2019 -2021.The aim of the study was
to investigate whether the food gardens influence household food and nutrition security. A total of
40 households were selected from the landless (no cultivable land), marginal (0.6- 1.0 ha) and small
(1.0 -2.0 ha),20 households were having food gardens the other 20 households didn’t have the food
gardens. The result shows that food gardens contribute to dietary diversification. The findings
demonstrate that participation into food gardens could significantly improve the food security
status of the participants by improving the quality of household food supply and consumption as
well by income derived from selling any excess production from the gardens.
Specifically, the empirical findings showed that participation in food gardens significantly reduce
food insecurity among rural household by as much as 45.5% and it shows that people who are not
involved into food gardens they do not have fresh fruit and vegetable and there do not make extra
income all the money that they get from salaries they use it to buy food ,which it limit there food
diversity because fruit and vegetables are expensive from the market ,they end up buying only the
core food. Therefore ,it recommended that policy makers

should encourage more rural

households to participate into food gardens in order to reduce their food insecurity ,have the
formation of farmer-based organization and the building of positive perception about food
gardens as some of the key policy options that can be employed to improve households
participation for food garden .Promotion of education ,participating in off-farm activities, access to
market , irrigation, extension, credit and adoption of fertiliser are some policy intervention that can
reduce food insecurity among rural households, whether or not they participant for food gardens.
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